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TOE SPANISH AMERICAN
Vol. VIII

PLANS FOR THE FAIR
Plans are being hatched out
with surprising regularity for
the Roy District Fair and the entertainment of its visitors.
Among the plans are the prandial
attractions. For the first day it
is proposed to have a "Lamb
Bake," the ranchmen to furnish
fat lambs to be barbecued for the
occasion. On the second day a
feast of watermelons to be furnished by the farmers, and all the
free watermelons the people can
eat to be served. On the third
day. a "Bean Bake," when the
town people will furnish all the
people with Boston baked beans
served with chili.
This arrangement seems to take
care of the public eating attractions, and is a happy thought that
should bft carried out. Other arrangements are being perfected
with equal enthusiasm, and every
department of the Fair promises
to be a complete success.

Ladies' Auxiliary to the Fair.
The' ladies meeting called by
President Boulware of the Roy
District Fair Association, Saturday, was largely attended by the
ladies, who were so enthusiastic
in their desire to help along with
the Fair that the president soon
recognized his inability to man
age them. A happy thought
saved his admitting this fact, and
he eluded the responsibility clev
erly by appointing Mrs. Clara F.
Roy as second vice president of
the association and placing her in
charge of the Women's Depart
ment with Mrs. Geo. Lucas as
her secretary, and assistant to
the secretary.
The ladies claimed, and of
course were granted, charge of
the school exhibits, the culinary
department, the needle work,
painting and fine arts exhibits,
and will prepare this portion of
the premium list and have entire
charge of these exhibits.
The assistance and
of the ladies will add much to the
attractions of the Fair, which,
like all else, lacks color and refinement and beauty and all that
is desirable w ithout them, and we
heartily .congratulate President
Boulware on the success of his
efforts to interest the ladies in the
success of the Fair.

Roy, Mora Coünty, New Mexico,

Saturday, August

19. 1911.

ROCK ISLAND MEN VISIT ROY
H. M. Cottrell, agricultural the pleasure of meeting Mr. Cotcommissioner of the Rock Island trell. It happened that the exlines, Alvin T. Stienel, editor of ecutive committee of the Fair
the Southwest Trail, and others Association (all good farmers)
were in Roy last Saturday on a were havinar a meeting, and Mr.
tour of inspection of Roy and vi- Cottrell addressed them intellicinity. Mr. Cottrell and Mr. gently on all matters pertaining
Stienel are making all important to
dairying, chicken
points on the Rock Island lines, raising, etc.
The Koy district has been
and their visit to Roy, although
off the main line, was largely due promised honorable mention in
to the glowing reports of the tine the next issue of the Southwest
crops and the great possibilities Trail, which is the great immon the igration and boosting publication
of developing
Roy
is
mesa. While
hot Rock of the Rock Island Railroad.
Island territory, it is tributary Some of the party drove out in
and direct connecting.
the country and took several
Several of the Roy farmers had photographs of growing crops.
dry-fannin-

dry-farmin-

g

Telephone Talk.

Plan Philanthropies

Alex. S. Bushkevitz, manager
The ladies of the Primrose
of the Roy Telephone Company, Progressive Circle met with
left for Springer, Sunday, to Mrs. W. S. Wane, Wednesday, at
complete arrangements lor the her home on the claim south of
new merger of telephone linea in town. It was a very enjoyable
Springer. The Colorado South- meeting, as was inevitable with
ern and long distance lines, the this charming hostess. Dainty
Miami and Springer Ditch lints refreshments were served, and
and the Springer city exchange all enjoyed the meeting.
Among the important business
are all to lead into one office with
the Roy lines, as managing cen- plans acted upon, it was decided
tral, and Miss Edith Hern of that the Circle would assume the
Roy, is to preside at the switch-beard- . bill of Mr. G. Kitchell for remod
eling the Roy school house and
This places over a hundred adding a new room thereto, buy
phones in connection on the con a new stove for the added room
solidated lines and gives each of and a desk for the superintendent
tlum direct access to the long In addition to all this they have
distance lines. It is a very satis decided to assume the balance
factory arrangement all around, due on the Fourth of July cele
and "gives Roy and the other bration. The Primrose ladies are
towns on this line what they have certainly "progressive" in the
long needed, direct connection fullest sense of the term, and
with each other and prompt long their public spirit is appreciated
by all.
distance service.

Announcement.

n

TAFT

VETOES

BE

President Taft in a special
message to the house of repre
sentatives, August 15th, vetoed
the joint statehood resolution
providing for the admission of
New Mexico

and

to

Arizona

statehood.
The message is said to be one
of the ablest state papers ever
written by Mr. Taft. A provision of the Arizona constitution in
ts application to county and
state judges appearing pernicious
n its effect and therefore injuri
ous to the cause of free govern
ment, aroused President Taft to
disapprove' a constitution containing it. The message gloriously commends New Mexico's
constitution.
New Statehood Bill.
Washington, Aug. 15. Sena
tor Smith of Michigan, called a
hurry meeting of the senate com
mittee to consider his bill which
embodies the principles of thé
President
Nelson resolution.
Taft approved the bill, and after
a conference with Smith, Andrews and Cameron, they will
seek to push it through congress
at this session. If the democrats
do not oppose the bill it will be
come law before August 22, the
date set for adjournment. The
resolution makes obligatory the
elimination of the recall feature
of the Arizona constitution.

Farmers' Club.

All practical farmers, including
ladies, are requested to meet
Wednesday evening, Aug. 23d, at
the school house in Roy, for the
purpose of organizing a Farmers'
Club.
The object of this organization
shall be to study the agricultural
Mass Meeting.
problems of this district, and to
in any legitimate way
All farmers within the Roy
for the financial, educational and
district are requested to attend a social benefit of its members.
mass meeting in Roy, Wednes
G. R. ABERNATHY.
day, August 23d. The object o
this meeting is to pass upon the
H. T. Porter of Solano, was in
constitution adopted by the ex town this week and renewed his
ecutive committee of the Roy subscription to the
District Fair Association.
He also sends the paper
R. W. BOULWARE,
to his old friend B. L. Wotford at
Pres. Roy Dist. Fair Assn. DeQueen, Ark., who was in this
years ago.
country twenty-fiv- e
H. M. West of the Valley
Regular dishonesty is easier to
Ranch, seven miles south of town
was in Roy Thursday on business manage than irregular dishon-

The season getting late and
wishing to make room for our fall
goods which are now coming in,
therefore we will offer summer
merchandiseof allkindsatgreatly
reduced prices. This will include
summer dress goods, Ladies'
White Waists, Children's White
Dresses, Ladies' Kimonas, Ladies', Gents' and Children's Oxfords, and Millinery and long Silk
Gloves. Fair is coming on and
you will want new clothes for the
occasion, therefore you cannot afForty miles to the next Soda ford to pass up these bargains.
Fountain. Better come in and Come early and avoid the rush.
If it is necessary to burn your
get an ice cream soda at Fairview
Goodman Merc. Co.
bridges, burn them in front o
Pharmacy,
those on your trail.
W. R. Whiteman was in town
Friday, buying ranch supplies.
for news.
for news.
Spanish-America-
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esty.
Don't forget to bring your girl
down, stairs for a dish of ice
cream when you attend the
dances at the I. O. O. F. Hall.

THE
E.

J.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS
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NEW MEXICO NEWS
H. Roy, Editor and

ROT.

Proprietor

NEW MEXICO

Gathered From

Minor Occurences of More Than
nary Interest.

Ordi-

QUEER

Western Newspaper Union New Service.

DISUSE

IE

IS

The bulk of the Carlsbad peach crop
111
has gone to market.
The telephone line between Roswell
USE DOGS TO FIGHT PLAGUE
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
nd Artesla is being rebuilt.
Madras Official
Have Recourse to COMING EVENTS IN NEW MEXICO.
The Luna County Fair will be held Many Here Afflicted With Odd
September 26, 27, 28, Mesilla Valley In Deming during the first week in OcNovel Methods In Combating
Ailment, Says Prof.
Fair, Las Cruces.
Dread Disease.
Sept. 28, 29 and 30. Colfax County tober.
Munyon.
Seventh Annual Fair Springer.
The strko of the union plumbers at
A Mysore correspondent, writing to
Albuquerque has been settled by arbiDrowned In Irrigation Ditch.
the London Daily Graphic, states that
tration.
In that part of Madras plague has
Mesilla. Amelia Provencia, aged
The Hagerman Commercial Club re- GREWS0ME CREATURES
been rife. There wore In one district sixteen, was drowned in an irrigation organized by
electing J. E. Blythe,
VERY COMMON,
820 deaths In three months.
ditch in his mother's front yard here. president.
Innoculation will not stamp out The lad lay down under the shade of
FINDS EXPERT.
The encampment of the Fourth Cavplague; It merely affords temporary a tree near the ditch bank and went
protection to man, he says. "To get to sleep. Four hours later his body alry, U. S. Army, will be held at Many people In
the United state, ara
rid of plague we must get rid of was found 300 feet below, where the Cloudcroft
afflicted with a queer disease, according
to
a
four-inc- h
statement
yesterday
by Professor
plague-Infecte- d
county
a
Lincoln
had
rain
government
fleas. The
water had washed it.
M. Munyon. He made the follow
which drowned live stock and dam- James
measures are, when dead rats are
ing remamaDie ana rather grewiome
statement:
aged crops.
found in a house, to cause it to be
Peaches In Carload Lots.
"Many persons who come and write tn
evacuated and take oft the roof. The
my headquarters at 63d and Jefferson
badly
Anderson,
body
S.
T.
The
of
Roswell. Fruit growers of Roswell
plague-infecteis., rniiaaeipma, pa., think they are
rats, finding no food are spending $5,000 building five pack- decomposed, was found in his rooms suffering
from a simple stomach trouble,
or shelter in the house, make for the ing houses at various shipping points in Carrizozo.
when in reality they are the victims of
an
entirely different disease that of
next houses, and carry infection with up and down
the valley, adopting the
Isabel Arizo was arrested at Ros tape worm. These taDe worms ira hura
them. The infected fleas that have methods of the California fruit grow- well for carrying a concealed weapon Internal parasites,
which locate In the
upper Dowel ana consume a large perescaped from the bodies of the dead
ers. As a result of the association or- and was fined $50 and cost?.
centage of the nutriment In undigested
rats are still let in the house, and it ganization, Roswell is now for the
They sometimes grow to a length
Gov. Mills appointed Benjamin G. food.
of forty to sixty feet.- One may have a
takes months to destroy them, as ail
to
the
peaches
shipping
time
first
Randall of Taos a member of the New tape worm for years and never know
dislnfectives have so far proved of
the cause of his or her 111 health.
Eastern markets in carloads.
Mexico resources commission.
Persons who are sufferlnsr from nn
little use.
The Roswell land office has re of these creatures become nervous, weak
"We have had dead rats in my
Factory to Utilize Bear Grass.
and tire at the least exceived authority to restore thousands and Irritable,
bungalow, and in the different houses
The tape worms rob one of am
working of acres of land to the public domain, ertion.
is
Tucumcarl
Tucumcarl.
vitality
bition
and
and strength, but thev
occaon the mine, on six different
are rarely fatal.
sions. When a dead rat is found in hard to establish a factory to utilize
Two carloads of apples are going
victim
"The
of
this disease la ant tn
any house I have the body taken up bear grass, and now have a represen- out daily from the shipping sheds of believe that he Is suffering from cnronlo
stomach trouble, and doctors for years
conwith a pair of tongs, saturated with tative in St. Louis looking into
the Roswell Fruit Growers' Associa without relief. This Is not the fault of
the physicians he consults, for there Is
kerosene oil, and burnt. I turn in ditions. Brushes, rope, paper and al tion.
no absolute diagnosis that will tell posithree or four dogs, and keep them in cohol are some of the products made
that one Is not a victim of tape
Government land In the amount of tively
worm.
the house till evening. The infected from this pest of the farmer, besides
county,
419,901
In
acres
Eddy
which
"The most common symntom of this
fleas get into the hair of the dogs. very fair feed for cattle is obtained was recently withdrawn, has been re trouble
is an abnormal appetite.
At
times the person Is ravenously hungry
The dogs are taken out in the evening, from the residue.
entry.
stored
to
get
cannot
enough
and
to
eat.
other
At
rubbed over with common castor oil
the very sight of food Is loathsome.
The restoration for filing of several times
Want Ministers Returned.
(which instantly kills the fleas, as it
There is a gnawing, faint sensation at
pit of the stomach, and the victim
Roswell. Members of all locall housand acres in the Mogollón moun the
clogs their breathing apparatus), and
has headaches, fits of dizziness and nauwashed with carbolic coap. This I churches are signing a petition to tains in Socorro county, resulted in a sea. He cannot sleep at night and often
thinks he Is suffering from nervous pros
repeat for three or four days. At Bishop Quayle of the Methodist rush at the Las Cruces land office.
tration.
nights I place plenty of rat food in church, and Bishop Adkins of the
Suits have been filed by the district
"I have a treatment which has had
wonderful success In eliminating these
Henry
set
and
rats,
asking
room,
that
to attract the
the
South Methodist,
attorney's office In San Miguel county, great
creatures from the system. In the
wire traps.
Van Valkenburgh and H. T. Ramsey, for the collection of all delinquent course of its regular action in aiding
digestion, and ridding the blood, kidneys
"I have thus destroyed hundreds of pastors who have ben prominent pro! taxes amounting to more than $100,
and liver of impurities it has proven fatal
rats which have been plague-infectehlbition advocates, be returned t)
During the month of July, nineteen to these great worms, if one has a tapo
worm, this treatment will, in nine cases
and also got rid of the fleas, which Roswell.
cars of first and second grade alfalfa out of ten,
stupefy and pass tt away, but
are the chief source of danger. Dogs
If not, the treatment will rebuild the
46,000
pounds
and two cars of wool
n
person, who Is probably suffer
are immune from plague. I consider
Child Dead; Mother Injured.
were shipped out of Fort Sumner.
ing from stomach trouble ana a general
the dog the most valuable preventive
My doctors report
anaemic
condition.
Twelve-year-olJacob
Mosquero.
Socorro county now has about $7,- marvelous success here with
this treatof plague, for not only does he kill
in laying down a rifle on a 600 in the treasury and is planning to ment. Fully a dozen persons have passed
Smith,
more rats than a cat, but he also
retiworms,
they
naturally
are
these
but
window sill, discharged It accidentally, use a large slice out of her budget cent about discussing them, and of course
fleas. I think
traps the plague-infectewindow
through
by
a
giv
cannot
plowing
we
confidence
the bullet
violate their
this coming year for the building of
my experiment is worth repeating."
ing their names to the public."
child good roads.
pane and striking a
Letters" addressed to Professor James
in the arms of its mother, Mrs. Juan
A. J. H. Oiler, a prominent farmer M. Munyon, B8d and Jefferson Streets,
Labrador to Florida In an Hour.
Pa., will receive as careful
child died.. The woman about thirty-seveyears of age, living Phtladelpha,as though
Looking up the canyon from the Garcia. The precarious
the patient called In
attention
condition, the one mile
In a
is
also
Arthur,
of
fell
Lake
north
person. Medical advice and consultation
warm sunny edge of the Mono plain
elbow.
having
shattered
her
bullet
into the pit of a pumping plant ami absolutely free. Not a penny to pay.
my morning ramble seems a dream, so
was drowned.
great is the change in the vegeta
Merciless.
Annual Development Conference.
tlon and climate. The lilies on the
Henry Adams, a well known bee
this hobble skirt do me Jus
"Does
of
one
Closing
after
Mountalnalr.
bank of Moraine lake are higher than
man of Hagerman, sustained a loss
my head, and the sunshine is hot the most inspiring booster gatherings of over $2,000 by tho floods recently, tice, father?"
"Certainly, my dear. Justice with
enough for palms. Yet the snow ever held in New Mexico, the first an Only thirteen of his 220 colonies were
mercy." Life.
out
has not harmed.
conference
around the arctic garden at the sum nual development
milea
marked
only
pass
history
and
plainly
passed
is
visible
mit of the
into
Inez Esquibel was
about four failles away, and between stone in the progress of the new state,
internally while playing "crack
hurt
He specimen zones of all the principal As a result of the gathering the va
the whip" with other children, and
climates of the globe. In little more rious scattered development forces of died a few hours
afterward at Pinta
than an hour one may swoop down the territory have unified and the era da, Guadalupe county.
from winter to summer, from an arc of statewide organized boosting has
Prof. Henning, one of the first bird
tic to a torrid region, through as begun.
in Quality. Largest In Variety,
men
to fly around the Statue of Lib Finest
great changes of climate as one would
i noy met ever requirement ior Cleaning aao
The conference was held in the big
shoe! of all kinds and colors.
pUsblug
to
encounter in traveling from Labrador Chautauqua auditorium, George L. erty, New York, has been secured
on
give
flights
Roswell
October
in
to Florida. John Muir: "My First Brooks presiding. Governor Mills be
6 and 7 at the Roswell Produce exhibi
Summer in the Sierras."
ing the first speaker, with a splendid
review of New Mexico resources, he tion.
As Nationalities Go.
Definte location of the boundary
to Í4-was followed by Norrls L. Reed, San
The industrious publicity officer of ta Fe advertising expert, with a strong line between Texas and New Mexico
a German health resort has sent out a appeal for organized advertising by will be completed by the middle ot
circular letter announcing that "for the the people of New Mexico to reinforco September, according to Judge Samuel
benefit of Americans generally be
that being done by the railroads, and R. Scott, the Texas member of the
known that in future instead of climb by Engineer Charles D. Miller with boundary commission.
lng the steep hill, they can now ride the best resume of New Mexico irrigaThe limit in apple production has
comfortably in a new lift," proclaims tion resources ever given, accombeen
reached by W. H. Badger of Ros
the New York Tribune. The lift is panied by practical advice on irriga- well, who has a twenty-acr- e
orchard
Need tion problems.
electric and holds 12 people.
dressing
$2,000 worth of
already
has
sold
and
GILT EDGE the only ladles shoe
less to say, when speaking of thl
OIL. Blacks and Pollinos
Following the Inspiring address by apples while thinning out the crop. He that positively contains boots
shoes,
and
shines
ladles'
and
children's
place (though one must not believe all Prof. William Jardine, the eminent dry
rubbing, 2Sc. "French Gloss," 10c.
yet without
DANDY combination for cleaning and polishing
one hears), a small charge of ten hel farm expert of Kansas aid with the has made $100 per acre and not
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, 250. "8r"sUe, 10a.
lers Is made for the ride. The circu movement led by him and Prof. J. D. touched his mature fruit.
QUICK WHITE makes dirty canras shoes
and white. In liquid form so It can be
says that a British consulate TInsley of New Mexico, the New MexH. M. Dougherty, as special master, clean
quickly and easily applied. A sponge In every
so always ready for use, Two sises, 10
spa.
package,
This
at
has been established
the
ico Dry Farming Association was sold the famous Bosque del Apache and 95 cents.
was found necessary because "It
grant
60,000
of
(loaler does not keep the kind yon want,
acres,
situated
between
your
If
formed in the Chautauqua auditorium
us bis address and the price In stamps for
seldom that an Englishman cau re- at a meeting notable for the large San Antonio and San Marcial, upon send
a full site package.
main away from home a whole month number of dry farmers present from which there existed an Indebtedness
WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
90-2- 6
Albany St., Cambridge. Mase.
without requiring to transact legal or
grant
of
$150,000,
some
for
$750,000
the
and
Mountalnalr
district
the fertile
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturen of
official business of some sort"
In
by
bondholders,
bought
being
the
Shoe Polishes in the World.
from the Estancia and Wlllard valleys.

All Parts of the State
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Solano Items

Advertised Letters.

You and Your Chance
--

Roy Postoffice, Aug. 1, 1911.
The following is, a list of letters
Miss Perch is living on her advertised in the postoffice at
Roy, N. M. If not called for in
claim, east of town.
30 days, will be sent to the DivisF. M. Hughes and D. M. Talbot ion of Dead Letters, Washington,
visited Roy this week in the in- D. C. In calling, please say advertised.
terest of the school.
Davis, Mr. James A.
Earl Talbot is working on the
Miller, Mr. Virgel.
foundation for the school house
JAMES L. SWAIM, P. M.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXD

1

Opportunity may knock at your door more than
it
but don't expect it to fall asleep on your doorstep.
It is necessary to be financially in condition for Opportunity when it
comes if you ever expect to be prosperous. There is but one thing
that
keeps so many people from becoming wealthy and that is
once-prob-

-

Roy

Beckman
crops.

are

harvesting

Profit by the experience of others and leave that one thing behind
Make the start now. Open an account with this bank now-to-We want the small accounts as well as the large one3, and will
give them courteous, careful attention.

-

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Commissioner
stenographer furContest cases.

Short-han- d

nished

in

Everything

land

in

Contests,

H. B. JONES, Preiident

tate

D

51

. . .

C. L. JUSTICE,

C.ihier

.ps

I'

101

. . .

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

First Class and

Proofs and

Roy Real

Vice Prei.

The Oriental Hotel

matters-Fili- ngs,

Up-to-da-

Roy,

-

-

-

-

D

Service

te

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at All Hours

Es-

Abstract Co.

&

DR. F. B. EVANS,

fll'

etc.
Office with the

day.

New Mexico

United States

Dr. Brady arrived Thursday
from Dawson.
Chas. A. Baker left Tuesday
for Illinois. Mr. Miller and Mr.

ably

The Start

Eugene J. H. Roy

Mrs. Talbot, returned to ' her
home in Weather ford, Oklahoma,
today.

Mrs. McCleary has leased the
Dunning Hotel, which she will
conduct in future.

1

you.

Mrs. Ohnsman, who has been
visiting her parents, Mr. and

The Harrison brothers came in
from Dawson Thursday.

'".UlL

will,

and Messrs. Choate and Betts
are quarrying rock five miles
south of town.
Work on the Solano church is
suspended at present.

"

.

.

new Mexico

D

fl

his

..Wy,.

5

Mr. Mercer returned Thursday
after several weeks absence.

Mr. and Mrs. Fox of La Cinta

Variety Machine

Mr. Steinbaugh has purchased
a brand new threshing machine.

E. J. H. ROY
SEC'Y AND TREAS.

Roy Telephone Company

Works

Canyon, came back from Dawson
Monday.

Mrs. Ethel dull, who has been
visiting in the East, has returned
to her claim.

A. S. BUSHKEVITZ
PRES. AND GEN. MANAGEH

(INCORPORATED)
ANDERSON

&

SHELTREN,

I'rop.

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blaci smithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pnmps for Wells
All

The Knnsas Club met with
Mrs. S. K. Crouse, Wednesday,
Wagon and Carriage
Aug. 9. An excellent three course
dinner was served bv the hostess,
Work our Specialty
ably assisted by her daughter,
All work Guaranteed
Jessie.
Miss
The afternoon was
spent in business, musical and Variety Machine Works
literary program. Mrs. W. H.
NEW MEX.
ROY,
Willcox was accepted as a new
member. Election of officers followed; Mrs. Kussel, president;
Miss Crouse, vice president; Mrs.
Lucas, secretary,
and Mrs.
Woods, treasurer. The program
was opened bv a cornet solo by
Roy Bros., Props.
Miss Grace Romine. Heading by
Mrs. Wood; cornet solo by Miss
Romine; reading by Mrs. Brown;
reminiscence of olden days in
Fancy Groceries,
Kansas by Mrs. McMinimy; inFresh Fruits and
strumental mosic by Miss Crouse;
Vegetables
Those
reading by Mrs. Roy.
Always on Hand
who enjoyed Mrs. Crouse's gens
erous hospitality were:
Brown, Wood, Romine,
Russel, Roy, McMinimy, Lucas,
Fish and Oysters in Season
and Miss Grace Romine.

-

The Model Grocery
and Meat Market

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on

the North

Connect with Long Distance at Springer
LONG DISTANCE FEES.
Chico
25c

Solano
Mosquero

.
.

Mill

Abbott

35c
25c
35c

Taylor
Jaritas
Springer

.

Local Residence
$1.50 per mo.

FRANK A. ROY
President.

35c
45c
35c
50c

Local Business
$2.50 per mo.

C. F. ROY
Vice. Pies.

WM. C. ROY
Sec. & Treas.

The Roy Land & Live Stock
Company.
INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000
ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS

OF

Mes-dame-

We can furnish you with the very
best of edibles for the every day and
holiday trade. The very best goods at
be easily irrigated. But for the home the most reasonable prices.
supply, where quantity is not the first
Once a Customer, Alway One
consideration,' the superior Quality of
celery grown on
it
Next Door to Postoffice, ROY, N. M.
Soil for Celery.
'Sandy land is not suitable for
as a market efop unless It oan
cej-er-

sand-make-

THE ROY TOWNSITE
DEALERS IN

Reed Estate and Ranches
Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horses
We hold several choice tracts of Agricultural land for sale.

Town Lots a Specialty

s
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A

Pleasure Trip.

Bilter (at servants) agency) "Hare
you got a cook who will go to the
country!"

500

NEW 8TRENGTH FOR BAD BACKS.

LIVES LOST;

THAT

Those who suffer with backache,
headache,
dizziness and that constant,
Manager (calling out- - to girls In
dull, tired feeling will find comfort in
BIG
who
anyone
here
next room "Is there
the advice of Mrs. C. S. Tyler, Cando,
would like to spend a day In the
N. Dak., who says:
country?" Life.
"My back became
OEVASTING TIDAL WAVE SWEEPS
terribly sore and
Rocky
A serles oí nine striking
lame. I was tired
OVER PORTIONS OF
Mountain views In colors, put up In
and
and restless
JAPAN.
convenient folder form, with descripwould arise so extions of some of the wonder places of
could
I
hausted
the "West, has Just been Issued by the
scarcely dress. The
It
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
kidney secretions
bears the title, "Panoramic Views," PROPERTY LOSS HEAVY
were terribly annoy- Cured by Lydia R Pinknam'a
and is printed on good paper with
ing and my feet bestipple effect, which reproduces most
came so swollen I Vegetable Compound
effectively the original water color
Morton's Gap, Kentucky. "I suf-not wear my shoes. Nothing
paintings from which the Illustrations 12,000 HOUSES COLLAPSED IN could
fered two years with female disorders.
helped
me
I
began
using
Doan's
until
were made.
my neaitn was very
VICINITY OF TOKIO
Kidney Pills. They gave me prompt
bad and I had a
ALONE.
relief and In a short time I was entire
continual backache
Hard to Please.
ly cured."
which was simply
Old Mr. Batch What are you wor
Remember the
awful I could not
rying about?
stand on my feet
For
sale by druggists and general
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
ques
Young Mr. Nubride A little
loner enough to cook
storekeepers
everywhere.
60c.
Price
Victoria, B. C From a typhoon and Foster-MllburIon that came up at home. My wife
a
meal's victuals
Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
wants to know if I'd marry again in tidal wave which swept over Japan
without my back
say
"CerIf
death,
I
and
case of her
nearly killing me,
by
A Complication.
tainly not" she'll think I'm longing according to advices Just brought
ana
would cave
500
Japan,
more
Empress
than
of
Bessie found getting well much
such dragging
for my freedom, and If I say "Sure the
thing," she'll think I have her sua lives were lost and great devastation more tiresome than being sick. She
I could
harrllv hear It. T
cessor picked out.
The fishing fleets was becoming very Impatient about
ashore resulted.
bad soreness in each side, could not
from Shldzueka suffered severely. staying Indoors and eating soups.
tight clothing, and was irregular.
HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION More than 200 fishermen were When her aunt asked her how she stand
was completely run down. On
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
felt she replied that she was much I
I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegedrowned.
MEXICO POINTS DURworse; that the doctor had found table Compound
Liver Pills and
ING 1911.
At Tokio a tidal wave swept away something else the matter with her. am enjoying goodand
health. It is now
On the first and third Tuesdays of many houses, including a large tea
"Why, what 1b It?" asked her aunt. more than two years and I have not
each month during the entire year house with thlrty-threpeople. The
"I think the doctor said 'convales- - had an ache or pain Bince I do all my
The Colorado and Southern Railown work, washing and everything,
"
ence.
Shimaga'
quarters
on
way will sell round trip homeseekers' Suz'M licensed
and never have the backache any more.
of
scores
a
great
to
demolished,
wa
wero
bay
many
excursion tickets
I think your medicine is grand and I
points In New Mexico and Texas at persons being .drowned, crushed to TO KEEP THE SKIN CLEAR praise it to all my neighbors. If you
greatly reduced rates. Final limit death or mortally Injured.
think my testimony will help others
liberal stop-ove- r
25 days allowing
it." Mrs. Oixif
- you may publish
CutlFpr
more
a
generation,
than
The noted Sherigawa Inlaid wont
privileges. For detailed Information,
Gap, Kentucky.
Morton's
woodaxl,
cura
Soap
and Cutlcura Ointment have
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colo- factory collapsed and fifteen employes
symptom
Backache
a
is
of organio
rado and Southern agent or address T. were killed, those who escaped swim done more for pimples, blackheads weakness or derangement.
you
unsightly
and
of
other
conditions
the have backache don't neglect If
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent, mlng to
it. To
houses
neighboring
roofs
of
complexion,
red, rough, chapped get permanent relielf you must reach
Denver, Colo.
after crawling from the debris. A tor hands, dandruff, Itching, scaly scalps, the root of the trouble. Nothing wa
pedo boat was swept In shore at To and dry, thin and falling hair than any know of will do this so surely as Lydia
kio and several steamers foundered, other method. They do even more for E. Pinkham's Compound.
DENVER DIRECTORY
d
and disfigured Infants
while big liners dragged anchors.
"Write to Mrs. Pinkham, at
and children. Although Cutlcura Soap Lynn, Mass., for special advice.
oí
Aomorl
on
forty
men
Eight
the
I nnv Dealer In all kinds of HER.
BON
LUUIV CHANTASE. Mammoth cata- down and Ointment are sold by druggists Yonr letter will be absolutely
log mailed free. Cor. 16th & Blake. Denver. Maru survived when she went
and dealers throughout the world, a confidential, and the advice free.
100
fish
In the typhoon off Kuno, and
liberal sample of each, with
ermen were drowned off there.
book on the care of the skin and hair
The Japanese naval training squad will be sent post-freon application
Can double your salary in six months. Endorsed
of thispaperde- 1
T
by 26 banks. Write for valuable souvenir and ron was crossing off Tosa and two to "Cutlcura," Dept. 22 L, Boston.
catalog free. Denver. Colorado.
seamen were killed on the Hashidate
anything adver- Reduced Round-Tri- p
His Way of Life.
liied in its columns should instó upon
and seven Injured, three mortally,
SUMMER TOURIST FARES
"War is hell."
having what they aak (or, refuting all
to the
was lifted from its
dredger
tubftitute or imitations.
PACIFIC COAST
"You seem to believe that in times
via
moorings and east far on shore. At of peace one should prepare for war."
The Denver A Rio Grande Railroad
men who went to
this place sixty-fou- r
"The Scenic Line of the World."
980 from all main line points In Colo-rad- o save a fishing dei t were caught In
Important to Mothers
to Paolflo Coast destination.
Examine carefully every bottle of
were
Tickets on sale daily to September a tidal wave and fifty-thre- e
PARKER'S
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
to, 1911. Final .return limit October
HAIR BALSAM
drowned. Messages from many points infants and children, and see that It
Clean
and beautlflef tht htUr.
II, 1911.
loxuxunt rrowth.
Promote
Standard and Tourist Pullman
tell similar tales of disaster of fishNever IviU to Bettor Gray
t)ia
ra
Ran
Sleeping Cars are operated dally
;
uoior.
io
iw
nirtealp d itratnnn
ing vessels sunk; rivers overflowed,
through to San Francisco and Los
hair falling.
Cura
Signature of LLaAfT-éíZjÜAAngeles without change.
JOc,ndl."Qtt Drugiirtl
broke.
train con floods and sea walls
Throurh electrlc-Hirhte- d
In Use For Over 30 Years.
sisting of steel coach, Pullman and
Thousands of houses collapsed, the
dally
is
operated
Sleeping
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Cars
Tourist
Denver to San Francisco via Salt Lake number In Tokio and vicinity alone beCity and THE WESTERN
PACIFIC ing over 12,000, according to official
When one has opinions that are cur
RAILWAY without change of cars.
For Information regarding train ser- statistics. The warehouse and fac- rency I let them circulate.
vice, reservations, etc., call on local Rio tory district suffered severely at ToUnt imlck reli.f to at IrHUUou aw kr ut. mm m wimi.
Grande Agent or address
General Passenger kio, eight warehouses, containing Mrs. Wtnslow'a Soothing Syrup for Children
Frank A. Wadlelsrta,
Agent, Denver, Colorado.
goods worth $16,000,000, mostly rice, teething, softens the gums, reduces InflammaLIVE STOCK AND
sugar, paper and fertilizer, being de- tion, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle.
MISCELLANEOUS ELECTROTYPES
over
was
CALIFORNIA
molished. The loss there
In great Tarlcty for sale at the lowest price by
The hero Is he who Is Immovably
WÍ&TKIIS. ikntlPlrKU UIOS, Inui CI!;, aiuri
14.000,000.
NORTHWEST The sealing schooner Miriage Maru, centered. Emerson.
returning with her catch, foundered
via the
off Chiba, and only two of her crew
reached shore. A bark with a crew of
thirty-eigh- t
went down off Tsuruga.
'2,50, 3.00, 3.50 & '4.00 SHOES
ROUND TRIP RATES on sale Angus!
7, 8, 0, 10, 11, 14, 15, lfl, and 17.
Three motor fishing vessels were
WOMEN wear WLDouglaa stylish, perfect
15.
October
Retnrn Limit
on
wrecked and all of the seventy-sifitting, eaajr walking boot, became they give
CALIFORNIA
board drowned. At Hayama 200 fish
long wear, aame a W.LDouglas Men' shoes.
COAST POINTS
Yokosuka,
were
At
lost.
ing boats
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY
Going or Returning via
the cruiser Hlyei, under construction,
NORTHWEST
crane
Gantry
huge
damaged,
the
was
FOR OVER
YEARS
Pullman observation sleepers. Splen collapsing alongside. Four thousand
did Dining; Car Service.
houses were demolished at the naval
The workmanship which hat madeW. L
nort. Survivors of the fishing fleet
Douglas shoes famous the world over is
from Yaizu report 121 lost.
maintained in every pair.
W. B. THROCKMORTON,
The typhoon came In the early
City Poasenarer Agent.
If I could tale you into my large faltones
morning, blowing more than sixty-fiv- e
17th and California, Denver.
Brockton, Mass., and show you how
at
miles an hour. As they rose the waves
carefully
W.L.Dougla shoes are made, you
tidal
walls,
and
the
pounded the sea
would then understand why thev are war
wave followed, the lower districts of
ranted to hold their shape, fit better and,
Tokio and Tokio bay being flooded
wear longer than any other make for the price
with such suddenness that the awak
liAIITinN Tbe genuine nave W. I Douglas
ened residents took shelter on house
najne auii price stamped on bottom
tops, many to be blown off and
If you cannot obtain W. L. Dónelas shops in
drowned,
town, write for catalog. Shoes sent direct ONE PAIR of ray BOYS S2.aa.S0or
Íour factory to wearer, all charges prepaid.
E. D. WHITLET,
W.L. 83.00 SHOES will positively outwear
wreck.
DOUGLAS,
li5 Spark St., Brockton. Mass. TWO PAUta of ordinary boys' shoe
City Ticket Agent.
Phone Main 82SO, Denver, Celo.
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Notice For Publication.

In pursuance of a judgment ren Department of
the Interior,
dered in the District Court of the
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Fourth Judicial District of the Ter
July 11, 1911.
ritory of New Mexico, within and for Notice is hereby given
that Ruperto
the County of Mora, in the case cf Garcia, of Roy, N.
M., who, on July
T. H. Sanders, Trustee, and the In 16, 1906, made H.
E. No. 9018, serial
ternational Bank of Commerce, Tu- - No. 03899, for SE J, Section 14, Towncumcari, New Mexico, plaintiffs, vs. ship 20 North, Range 25
East, N. M. P.
F. M. Hughes and Amanda Hughes, Meridian, has filed
notice of intention
defendants, No. 2015, which judgment to make Final five year
Proof, to eswas dated on the 9th day of May, 1911,
tablish claim to the land above dewhereby plaintiffs were given judg- scribed, before Ü.
S. Commissioner
ment for the sum of $1033. 18 with in- E. J. H. Roy,
at his office, at Roy,
terest thereon at the rate of 10 per N. M., on the 22d
day of August,
cent per annum from and after date 1911.
"A man is entitled to life, liberty,
of said judgment, together with all
Claimant names as witnesses:
and the pursuit of happiness."
"What good does It do to be U costs of said action, and the costs of
Antonio Reducindo Lucero, Tomas
this sale.
pursuit of happiness. What a
Vigil, Jose Vigil, Aurelio Aldeiz, all
tow want ie to catch up with
NOW THEREFORE, NOTICE IS of Roy, N. M.
HEREHY GIVEN, That I, Andres
Edward W. Fox,
A fable is an open-facelie Gandert, special master hereintofore
0
Register.
appointed herein, will on the 25th day
with a moral attachment.
of September, A. D. 1911, at 10
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice of Contest.
o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
at the front door of Court House at Department
of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
Mora,' Mora County, New Mexico,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M., sell at public auction to the highest
July 11, 1911.
August 1, 1911.
bidder for cash the following- - des
Notice is hereby given thatEubalda
To John W. Parks, of Herrin, 111., cribed real estate and property, to-L. Evel for the heirs of Eutemia Evel,
Contestee:
wit:
deceased, of Roy, N. M., who, on July
You are hereby notified that Mark
The west half of the southeast quar
1, 1905, made H. E. No. 6018, serial
E. Melton, who gives Mills, New Mex- ter and the east half of the southwest
No. 03524, for W SW J, SE SW,
ico, Mora County, as his postoffice quarter of section twenty-thre- e
and Section 5.
NW i NW i, Section 8,
address, did on the 30th day of June, the northwest quarter of the northeast
18 North, Range 25 East,
Township
1911, file in this office his duly cor- quarter of section twenty-six- ,
and the N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice
roborated application to contest and northeast quarter of the southeast
of intention to make Final five year
secure the cancellation of your Home- quarter of section twelve, township
Proof, to establish claim to the land
stead, Entry No. 07173, Serial No. eighteen north, range twenty-si- x
above described, before U. S. Court
, mude June 8th, 1908, for the east, N. M. P. M., and I will apply
Commissioner
W. H. Willcox at his
SW 1 NW i, W SW i, Sec. 22, and the proceeds of said sale to the satis
office, at Roy, N. M., on the 22d day
NW i NW i Section 27, Township 22 faction of said judgment and costs
of August, 1911.
North, Range 26 East, N. M. P. Mer
ANDRES GANDERT,
Claimant names as wit"esses:
idian, and as grounds for his contest
Special Master.
N'conora Andrade. Nieves Galle
he alleges that the aid John W.
Holloman & McElroy, Attorneys gos,
Alfonso Lucero, Alfredo Lucero,
Parks has wholly abandoned his said for Plaintiff, Tucumcari, N. M.
of Roy, N. M.
all
Homestead
that he has wholly
Edward W. Fox,
failed to comply with the law under
0
Register.
Notice By Publication.
which he is seeking title; that he has
failed to reside upon, cultivate or im
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
prove the same; that the above men Territory of New Mexico,
tioned defects exist and have existed
Department of the Interior.
County of Mora.
for more than one year last past and
U S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
up to the date hereof, (June 30, 1911)
In The District Court.
July 11. 1911.
You are, therefore, further notified
Bonifacio Gandert,
Notice is hereby given that Fran
that the safd allegations will be taken
cisco Trüjillo y Navarro, of Mills, N.
Plaintiff,
by this office as having been confessed
vs.
M., who, on July 7. 1906, raadé H. E.
by you, and your said entry will be
No. 8857, serial No. 03883. for lots 2. 3.
and
Un
John
Percival,
No. 2045
canceled thereunder without your fur18,
Section
Township 21 North,
Inknown
of
Claimants
ther right to be heard therein, either
25
Range
N. M. P. Meridian,
East,
terests in the Premises
before this office or on appeal, if you
has filed notice of intention to make
Adverse
to
the
Plaintiff,
fail to tile in this office within twenty
Final five year Proof, to establish
Defendants.
days after the FOURTH publication
claim to the land above described, beof this notice, as shown below, your
You, the above named defendants fore U.
S. Court Commissioner W. H.
answer, únder oath, specifically meet- in the above entitled suit 'are hereby
Willcox at his office, at Roy, N. M.,
ing and responding to these allega- notified that an action has been com
on the 22d day of August, 1911.
tions of contest, or if you fail within menced against ycu in the District
Claimant names as witnesses:
that time to file in this office duvi proof Court of the County of Mora and
Juan Navarro, Abel Madril, Ignathat you have served a copy of your Territory of New Mexico by the above cio MaestaH, Alberto
Maestas, all of
answer on the said contestant either named plaintiff, the purpose of said
Mills, N. M.
in person or by registered mail. If action being to quiet title in the name
Edward W. Fox,
this service is made by the delivery of of the plaintiff to the following des0
Register.
a copy of your answer to the contest cribed land and real estate situate in
ant in person, proof of such service the County of Mora and Territory of
Notice For Publication.
must be either the said contestant's New Mexico;
The undivided
written acknowledgment of his receipt one-haof a certain tract of land sitof the copy, showing the date of its uated in the 'Valley of San Antonio Department of the Interior,
o
U. & . Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
receipt, or the affidavit of the person and bounded on the north by the
by whom the delivery was made stat
river, on the east by lands
July 11, 1911.
ing when and where the copy was de owned by the heirs of Gabriel PaNotice is hereby given that Tito
livered: if made by registered mail, checo and the inhabitants of San An Hurtado, of Mills, N. M., who, on
proof of such service must consist of tonio, on the south by the Cuchilla Sept. 19, 1904, made H- E. No. 5637,
the affidavit of the person by whom Montosa and on the west by the sum- serial No. 03319. for E SW
and
the copy was mailed stating when and mit of the Jicarilla Mountains, the E NW i, Section 33, Township 22
the postoffice to which it was mailed, said tract containing in all Twenty .ortb, Range 25 East, N. M. P. Meriand this affidavit must be accompa Thousand (20,000) acres, more or dian, has filed notice of intention to
nied by the postmaster's receipt for less; that unless you enter or cause to make Final five year Proof, to estabbe entered your appearance in the lish claim to the land above described,
the letter.
You should state in your answer above entitled cause on or before the before U. S. Court Commissioher W.
the name of the postoffice to which 9th day of October, A. D. 1911, judg- H. Willcox at his office, at Roy, N,
you desre future notices to be sent to ment will be taken against you by de- M., on the 22d day of August, 1911.
fault. The name of plaintiff's attorClaimant names as witnesses:
you.
ney is Charles W G. Ward, whose
Edward W. Fox, Register
Jose Maria Lucero, Jose Maria
Date of 1st publication, Aug.19, 1911 postoffice address is Las Vegas, New Maestas, Francisco Montoya, Juan
" " 2d
"
L. Maestas, all of Mills, N. M.
" 26, " Mexico
"
" " 3d
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
Edward W. Fox,
Sept. 2, "
0
" 9. '
"
Clerk District Court.
(Seal)
" " 4th
Register.
v

If

'

fl

d

25-:i-

certainly, you
poor, dear boy! How you must misa
your nurse when you art away from
hornet
Not

Notice of Master's Sale.

CERTAINLY

Yet

There Is a belief among many people that If a person breaks a looking-glas- s
be or she will die within 60
days. Last winter in Duluth, Thomas
Swift, a boy of 14, caused a team of
horses to run away. They were drawing a wagon loaded with 50 looking-glasses- ,
big and little. Forty of them
were broken, and yet Tommy is allvs
and kicking today. It takes mora
than the breaking of a looking-glasto carry the average boy off. Soma
can't be killed even when a ton rock
falls on them.
s

The Philosopher of Folly.
I've noticed that the successful
. an never boasts of what he did yes
ic rday, nor brags of what he's going
to do tomorrow," says the Philosopher
of Folly. "So I've decided that Success
i
er comes any time but Today."

25-3-

Notice By Publication.
Territory of

New Mexico,

I

County of Mora.
In Tho District Court.

Bonifacio Gandert,
Plaintiff,
W'iJI'am

Dawkins,
Dawkins "No.
and Unknown Claimants
of Interests in the Premises Adverse
to the

William

B.
V.

2046

Plaintiff.
Defendants.
You, the above named defendants
in the above entitled, suit, are hereby
notified that an action has been commenced against you in the District
Court of the County of Mora ami
Territory of New Mexico, by the
above named plaintiff, the purpose of
said action being to quiet title in the
name of the plaintiff to the following
described land and real estate situate
in the County of Mora and Territory
t:
of New Mexico,
in)
of
Mora
of
land,
Grant
the
on
terest
which said grant of land is bounded
t:
On the north by
as follows,
the Ocate river, on the east by El
Aguaje de la Llegua, on the west by
the Estillero and on the south by the
Sapello river; that unless you enter
or cause to be entered your appearance in the above entitled cause on or
before the 9th day of October, A. D.
1911, judgment will be taken against
you by default.
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
e
Charles W. G. Ward, whose
address is Las Vegas, New
to-wi-

One-eigh-

th

5)

(1-8-

to-wi-

post-offic-

Mexico.
(Seal)

WILLIAM B. STAPP,
Clerk District Court.
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HAVE

THAT
ACROSS

Roast Beef Marseillaise It a New Way
to Serve the Roast Perfection
of a la Mode 8weetbread

w

f

FRANCE

FROM

ifcsí- -

Roast Beef Marseillaise. Have the
ribs of a two rib roast removed and
roast dressed up to retain the Juices.
Many persons prefer the bones left on,
while It Is harder to cut this way,
It makes a juicier bite. Put half a cup

V

of olive oil Into a pan and heat It
Then add the meat, well salted and
peppered, cooking either rare or well
done as preferred. The French way la
well done.
Mlnci
Make a sauce as follows:
three onions and color In oil, simmering until tender. When slightly brown
add two tablespoons of vinegar, a teaspoon of mustard, salt and pepper and
a half pint of well flavored stock of
bouillon. Boll for three minutes and
pour over the roast, serving In a deep

platter.
Beef a la Mode. Have a Juicy piece
of top sirloin cut for this purpose and
have It larded with salt pork. Brown
"
In an Iron pot, using butter and bacon
CV-- f
VCr-P$- f
ríuma or puvis ron universal piacs
mixed. When the meat is brown add
a soup bouquet, two cloves of garlic
TAFT, undismayed by the war clouds that seem to be hangng over Europe, never loses an
and a large onion, whole; adding also
PRESIDENTput In a' word for universal peace. The photograph shows him addressing the federal and confeda calf's foot, split in several pieces.
and
hopes
of
men
plans
the
the
and
celebration, on
erate veterans, at the battle of Bull Run
This makes the gravy gelatinous. Add
women who are laboring to abolish war.
enough water to cover, then set on the
back of the stove, simmering at the
DOG TELEPHONES FOR HELP boiling point, but do not allow to bubble, as that extracts all the juice and
meat dry and unpalatable.
Locked In Store, Rover Yelps Into In- makes the
soft and full of juice.
be
should
It
strument and Police Finally
an
hour before it is done
About
half
Come to His Rescue.
some small carrots. Some peradd
The results of Dr. Elgenmann's exsons add potatoes, but beef a la mode,
Scientific and Literary Work of plorations are abput to be published
East Orange, N. J. Rover, a yellow according to the French Btyle, has no
as volume five of the "Memoirs of the dog owned by Michael BellottI, a boot- potatoes, these being cooked on the
Much Magnitude.
Dr. W. J. HolCarnegie Museum."
black, of 39 Greenwood avenue, this side. It Is Just as good cold, sliced
land, director, and Dr. Eigenmann have city, called help when It found itself with the gravey Jellied, served on the
up in the shop, by knocking
been busily engaged the last few
platter. The gravy should be strained,
Task Begun Years Ago b Dr. C. H. weeks In arranging the manuscript locked
telephone, calling central, eliminating the onions and any spices
down
the
Eigenmann, Dean of Graduate School
and the plates. The work will appear and then sending such noises over the
may be floating loose.
of Indiana University, Near-in- g
in large quarto form and will be illus- wire that the telephone operator sent that
Cutlets. Wash, parboil,
Sweetbread
Completion.
trated by 104 pictures, giving figures word to the police that something was and simmer for 20 minutes one pair of
of nearly 300 jBpecies of the fresh wa- wrong In the shop. The result was
sweetbreads, adding a slice of onion,
Pittsburg. A scientific and literary ter flsh'as of British Guiana.
that a policeman was sent there and one of lemon and a bay leaf, with a
was
task of much magnitude, which
The frontispiece is a photograph of the dog was released. Rover, in his
well and
begun several years ago by Mr. C. the great Kaieteur falls on the Potaro efforts to reconcile himself to his Im- teaspoon of salt Drain
and mem
skin
remove
cool
the
when
the
at
H. Eigenmann, curator of fishes
river. This stream, which is as large prisonment, had eaten most of Bel- Make a
large
slices.
In
cut
and
brane
graduate school of Indiana university, as the Ohio at Pittsburg, leaves the lotti's blacking. He also had reduced
of butter.
tablespoons
four
sauce
with
wlfl
appear
Is nearlng completion and
upper plateau of British Guiana by a the shop to a condition of unprecedentsix tablespoons of flour and one cup
leap of 741 feet into the deep canyon. ed disorder.
in book form in the near future.
of milk, season well with salt, pepper
Dr. Eigenmann is known as an auDr. Eigenmann ascended the Potaro,
One of the girls In the telephone ex- and lemon Juice. Cool this also and
thority upon the fresh water fish of led by Indians in canoes, until he change was nodding near the switchput two slices of meat together
South America. August 28, 1903, ac- came near the falls. Leaving his frail board early when a call came from then
coating it welL Bread and
sauce,
with
sailcompanied by an assistant, he
craft behind him, he climbed to the the BellottI telephone.
fry like croquettes and serve with
ed fiom New York for British Guiana, highlands, explored the vicinity of the
"Hello!" she said.
green peas or a creóle sauce.
South America, arriving in George- falls, obtained new boats from the
There was no human response, but
Creole Sauce. Cut In pieces one
town September 6. During the fall and natives and continued southward along she heard coming over the wire a
small
onion and two or three green
riv
the
explored
following
he
winter
the upper reaches of the river. His whining and snarling noise, and at In
peppers
(after removing seeds), and
ers of British Guiana and brought aim was to ascertain whether there tervals, the sound of things falling.
slowly In butter. When tender add
fry
specimens.
40,000
nearly
highlands
on
home
a dif Once she thought she heard a human
the broad
existed
(also cut In pieces)
Selections from every species were ferent fauna from that found in the being pleading for mercy, and imme- several tomatoes
longer. Season
reserved for the Carnegie museum. lowlands. To some extent he found diately afterward came a gurgling and cook ten minutes
very
serve
and
well
hot
distribThe remaining duplicates were
this to be the case.
sound. The uncanny noises worked
uted In exchange for collections from
The book will bo an important con- on her nerves, and she called up poOld Colonial Mint Cup.
different countries, the exchange be- tribution to the ichtyology of South lice headquarters.
Steep one bunch of mint In suffiing made with the United States Na- America-- .
"I am sure there Is something wrong cient hot water to extract the flavor;
tional museum, the Field museum of
Bellottl s," she said. 'The noises remove from the fire and add the
in
Chicago Museum of Comparative Zoolare simply terrible."
there
MAKES
BLONDES
DUST
Juice of six oranges and two lemons.
ogy of Harvard university, the British GOLD
Zlnk rushed to the place, Dissolve over hot water one-hal- f
Patrolman
ounce
museum in London, the Royal museum
forced a window and found Rover of pulverized gum arable, which has
in Berlin, the Imperial museum In Vi- Women Do Not Dye Their Hair Gol making desperate efforts to get out
f
cupful of cold wasoaked In
den Nowadays, but Seek Methods of
enna, the Natural museum of France,
twenty
add one cup
minutes;
for
ter
Securing Bright Effect
and many others. , In this way, the
It spins
sugar
cook
until
and
of
ful
museum
has
Carnegie
$20,000.
Brings
Courtesy
collection of the
thread.
a
been greatly enlarged.
gold
The fashion for
R.
London.
Ga.
William
O'Neal
Atlanta,
Pour this boiling hot upon the
One Important and interesting re- which has shown itself in the beauti Balnbrldge, Ga., exchanged a lower
stiffly
beaten whites of two eggs, beatsult of Professor Elgenmann's expedi- ful cloths of gold, especially for use for an upper sleeping berth four years
In the
tion was the discovery of more than at court functions, has led to a re- ago with J. T. Young of Oakland, Cal., ing until cold and smooth. Stir
diand
mint
and
Juices
fruit
strained
100 species of fresh water fishes new vival of the sprinkling of the hair who was traveling for his health. In
carwith
strength
required
to
the
lute
to science. These "types" made the with gold dust.
his will Mr. Young left $20,000 to the bonated water. Garnish eaeh portion
Carnegie museum the possessor of
"Gold dust is now used to brighten Georgian, who is 26 years old, in rewith lemon peel and sprigs of mint
about 500 species of the 2,500 known. the coiffure for evening wear, but turn for the courtesy.
accomplishment,
a
This is remarkable
more extensively for occasions when
Parker House Corn Cake.
In view of the fact that the Carnegie fancy dress is worn," said a
Wins In Borrowed Coat.
Mix one cup flour, one cup Indian
Bond street hairdresser.
museum Is the youngest of the world's
f
teaspoons
Chicago. After being denied admis- meal, one and
great scientific institutions of this
"Women do not dye their hair
A type in scientific par
golden nowadays, but they seek meth- sion to the probate court because he cream of tartar, one teaspoon soda
character.
lance is the particular specimen of ods of giving the natural color a was in bis shirt sleeves, James Sulli- and a little salt together. Then mix
liveryman,, borrowed one egg and one cup warm milk toan object in the natural world which bright effect. Gold dust can be most van, a
coat
for
the
from
u6ed
effectively
a
first
fair
a
scien
as
basis
for
hair or hair
assistant Judgs gether, then pour In dry mixtura
is used
Beat well and bake.
Rainey and won hl case,
of a light brown shade."
tifie description of IL
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NOTABLE FISH BOOK

one-hal-
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one-hal-
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DEVICE TO MEASURE

FIELDS

Simple Contrivance Shown In Illustration Much Better Than Surveyor's Chain or Tapellne.
The simple contrivance shown in
the Illustration for measuring fields is
much better than a surveyor's chain
or tapeline, because it can be used
by one person, says the Homestead.
HOT WEATHH GARDEN WORK It is made of a small hub and spokes
a little larger than lath. Make them
Pulling Up Weeds Whenever Found of such size that one revolution measures exactly one rod. This is done
Will Save Considerable Labor
and
by having each spoke thirty-twNext Year Care for Lilac.
o

(By EBEN B. REXFORD.)

Weed, and weed and weed again.
In brief, pull up every weed as soon
as you eee it All the work oí this
kind done this season will save a
great deal of labor next yean for
tilnnt allowed to EO to seed
will most likely be perpetuated by a
thousand seedlings.
Make a practice of going over the
garden beds and clipping away seed
vessels. The plants will at once set
about making good their loss and as
flowers are the first step toward the
formation of seed, they will soon produce a new crop of blossoms.
In this way make almost constant
bloomers of kinds that won't bloom
but once during the season If allowed to follow out their own ,

8

n

Keen the wound about the lilac
bushes mowed or hoed closely. If
this is done the suckers about this
slant of which so much complaint is
made, will cause no more trouble
than ordinary weeds. It is when
they are allowed to grow for a sea
son that the trouble begins. There
fore, keep them down from the start
and you will have nothing to com
plain of. A place without the lilacs
would be one that failed to Uve up
I con
to the privileges warranted.
sider the lilac one of our very best
shrubs.

Hub and Spokes.
f
inches long. The hub (b)
is made of two circular pieces of
board one inch thick and six Inches
in diameter bolted face to face to
gether, and holding the spokes firmly
In the grooves previously cut There
should be eight spaces between the
points, as there are eight spokes,
which at the end should be twenty-fou- r
s
Inches apart
and
The points of the spokes must not be
sharp, or they will sink into soft
ground and the distance will not be

one-hal-

three-fourth-

candytuft migno
nette, heliotrope, with geraniums and
nasturtiums, are very much In evigar
dence. Indeed, the
dens are here again In our millinery
MODEL ONE OF THE BEST 8TYLE8
worla. .
OF THE SEASON.
Lilacs In white and purple are here
to form entire crowns on large hats.
They also fashion ths bunch at the
side.
Various Distinctive Points About
There seems to be no choice be
ExcelAlso
Are of Importance
tween the stiff flowers and the grace
lent Investment as a Matter
ful ones. Any one will do, and no
of Economy.
time limitation Is placed on them, the
new American beauties being just as
Thli. very fine model Is one of this popular as grandmother's favorites.
season's shapes having a moderately
hign sloping crown. A wide net top
Ploture Gown.
lace with dainty floral pattern, serves
On every Bide one sees the revival
to face the brim. A cascade across of picture frocks
that are most suit
the front is held by a long buckle able for young girls and even for cermade of a double row of small June tain types of older women. That
roses In pink. The moss sole variety quaint old color known as forget-me-nIs the best choice for this purpose,
blue Is again In fashion and is
used for such gowns as well as floral
taffeta which has scattered bouquets
over the Burface or single flowers.
One gown made of the former fabd
ric had a short skirt was
and was draped with eyelet embroidered batiste in a strong ivory
tone. Yards of fringed niching made
of the taffeta was used as trimming,
and the drapery of the top of the tunlo
was held In at the left side of the
waist with a bunch of forget-me-nomade of blue velvet

TRULY

Device for Measuring Fields.

CHARMING HAT

Hams, hollyhocks,

high-waist-e-

W,

y

ts

811k, In Serges and Taffetas.
For tailored suits that will also be
used for a slightly dressy occasion
nothing could be better than a silk
serge. It is more difficult to handle
In making up, but then the result Is
worth any extra trouble.
Striped and changeable effects also
come in this line of goods.
Besides something new in serge, the
new taffeta deserves mention. With
the craze for soft, sweeping lines, taffeta proved too harsh a material.
Now the chiffon taffeta has taken Its
Kept Compact, Is Easy to Handle
place, possessing all the luster of the
and Takes Up Comparatively
Little Room Always Clean.
This is a charming hat and both the old material without its brittleness,
shape and the lace will stand more and allowing itself to be draped Into
Loose hay is so bulky that it takes than one season's wear. A good .eg-- soft folds like cninon.
up five or six times the barn space horn hat and a fair quality of net lace
quickly make an excellent Investment for
of baled hay. Loose hay
Hair Stripe Lawn.
gathers dust which causes cough- those who buy good looking and eco
The woman of refined taste is en
ing of stock and perhaps disease. nomical millinery.
joying this summer the lawns with a
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
The whole outside of a stack or loo:
fine hair stripe, in black and white,
hay is practically wasted by wind,
or in any color with white. These
rain, sun and the other elements. WHITE FLOWERS ARE LIKED lawns trimmed with the English eyeThis often amounts to 20 per cent of
let work are charming, and, while any
the stack. Loose bay can not be Paris Has 8et Its Seal of Approval amount of the embroidery can be used
shipped far, and the local dealer
the amount can be regulated by the
on This Color for Forms of
knows it So he pays you bis price,
amount of money one can afford to
Ornamentation.
and you sell because you know that
spend. The band around the skirt Is
your loose hay must be sold near
White flowers are perhaps the most sufficient to make the irock look
home.
lmnortant in the new favorites. In smart
Baled hay is compact easy to Paris there Is a furore over the deadhandle takes up comparatively lit- white flowers that are of velvet or
Novelty for 8ummer Wear.
yellow
tle space, so can be stored until muslin. These are placed in white
Sure Weed Destroyer.
White cotton marquisette,
a reservoir extending out from It prices reach the top, when you can hats that In their
elory are wool, coarse Unen lace and white porJust above this point, which is hoi sell anywhere, distance does not mat- giving the new, fresh touches to the celaln beads, have been combined to
low and has an opening at the bot ter much. Baled hay Is always clean bright costumes worn at afternoon par- - produce a novel parasol wun oag 10
tom. The reservoir has a discharge and fresh, loses none of its nutritive ties, receptions, etc.
match. The parasol of marquisette
spout leading Into the hollow point qualities, and there Is no waste.
Flowers formed of moussellne de Is bordered with the lace, fringed with
and a rubber bulb, by means of pres
sole are used to decorate sash ends loops of the wool, on each one of
sure on which the contents of the
with which Is strung a white bead, and em- these are usually
reservoir are discharged through the
narrow pointed petals gathered into a broldered with a few large yellow
spout This reservoir is filled with
wool flowers ana a lung yeuow wuui
vellow center of bright streamers.
tobacco Juice or some other liquid
Tiger lilies are giving the touch of cord to carry It by.
that will kill plant life. The gardenbrilliant orange to summer dresses.
er then inserts the point at the root
Adjustable Collars.
large one will be used on the gir
One
of a weed and presses on the rubBlouses with which it is desirable
dle, a bunch of them will weight down
ber bulb with his foot An injection
a chiffon sash; a cluster will decor to have two styles of collar for differIs thus squirted on the roots of the
ent occasions can be arranged with
ate a bat
A
weed, which soon kills It Compare
a flat trimmine round the neck.
pinks
and
In
the
shaded
Hydrangeas
Remember that beeB crawl up indesired
as
this method with the laborious sysor
silk
of
net
on
collar
high
lavenders are mixed with white
tem of pulling weeds up, one by one, stead of down.
largo garden hats or formed into up- - can have a sort of round peplum or
will
candy
honey
much
Extracted
and tearing up the turf Into the bastanding bunches at the Bide of white shield attached to it This can be
rgainto say nothing of the wear and sooner than comb honey.
slipped under the waist and secured
lingerie hats.
net
The drains should be properly laid
tear on tie only back you'll ever
tiny fancy pint.
wilwith
sweet
phlox,
The
out and carefully graded.
have

Paint one spoke a different
color from the rest so that it may be
easily counted every time It comes
Ingenious Implements Arranged to
around. Push the wheel ahead like
Liquid
Around
Allow Injection of
wheelbarrow. Measure the field
Roots of Plants.
lengthwise, then crosswise, multiply
Implemsnt for length in rods by breadth and divide
A mosV ingenious
160, which will give the
destroying weeds has been invented the result by
acres
of
the field contains.
number
A
rod has
by a Washington man.
a sharp metal point at one end and
BALE YOUR HAY THIS YEAR

SURE

TO

DESTROY

O

WEEDS accurate.

LEGAL NOTICES.

into two hundred fifty shares of the
par value of one hundred dollars each.

Subscribed Capital.
Territory of New Mexico.
V. The amount of capital stock with
Office of the Secretary.
which the corporation will commence
Certificate of Comparison.
business is Six Thousand, Five Hundred
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the Dollars.
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
Names of Stockholders.
certify that there was filed for record
.

in this office

VI.

at two o'clock

The postoffice address of each
the incorporators is
Roy, New Mexico, and the number of
shares subscribed for by each, are as
follows:
Names.
No. Shares.
Amount
Wm. C. Roy,
. $
One,
100.00
Frank A. Roy, One,
100.00
Fred S. Brown, Fifteen,
1,500.00
Eugene J. H. Roy, One
100.00
Twenty-fou- r,
Clara F. Roy,
2,400.00
Matilde C. Roy, Twenty-thre2, 300. 00

p. m. on
and every one of
the Second day of August, A. D. 1911:

Articles of Incorporation of Ideal Grocery Company, Number 6888, and also,
that I have compared the following
copy of the same, with the original
thereof now on file, and declare it to be
a correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof.
, .
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territoiy of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Second day of August, A. D.
1911.
Nathan Jaffa,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.

Ideal Grocery Company.
Certificate of Incorporation.
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That we,
the undersigned, in order to form a
corporation for the purposes hereinafter set forth, under and by virtue of
the provisions of an act of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of
New Mexico, entitled: "An Act to
Regulate the Formation and Government of Corporations for Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial and other Pursuits," approved March 15, 1905, and
pursuant to all amendments thereto,
and all statutes of the Territory of
New Mexico, in such cases made and
provided, do hereby state as follows:
Name.
I. The name of said corporation is
and shall be "Ideal Grocery Company."

e,

Total,

$6,500.00

Sixty-fiv- e

Duration..

Directors.
VIII. The number of directors of
this corporation shall be six, and the
names and places of residence of those
who shall act as directors for the first
three months, are as follows:
Names.
Residence.
Wm. C. Roy,
Roy, New Mexico.
Frank A. Roy,
Roy, New Mexico.
Fred S. Brown,
Roy, New Mexico.
Eugene J. H. Roy, Roy, New Mexico.
Clara F. Roy,
Roy, New Mexico.
Matilde C. Roy,
Roy, New Mexico,

Amendment.
The corporation

reserves

the

right to amend, change or repeal any

provision contained in this certificate,
or to add new provisions hereto in the
manner now or hereafter permitted by
law.
In Witness Whereof, We, the said
incorporators, have hereunto set our
Registered Office.
II. The registered office of said cor hands and seals, this 26th day of July,
poration is located in the Town of Roy, 1911.
Wm. C. Roy, '
County of Mora, Territory of New
(Seal)
Mexico, and Frank A. Roy is- hereby
Frank A. Roy,
(Seal)
F. S. Brown,
designated
as the statutory agent
(Seal)
Eugene J. H. Roy,
therein, in charge thereof, and upon
(Seal)
Clara F. Roy,
whom process against the corporation
(Seal)
Matilde C. Roy,
may be served.
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico,
Objects.
I ss.
III. The objects for which said corCounty of Mora.
poration is formed are:
BE IT KNOWN, That on this 26th
To conduct a general retail and day
of July, 1911, before me, the unwholesale mercantile business in the dersigned, a notary public in" and for
Territory of New Mexico; to buy, sell said county and territory, personally
and deal in groceries, dry goods, cloth- appeared Wm. C. Roy,' Frank A. Roy,
ing, machinery, and goods, wares" and Fred S. Brown, Eugene
J. H. Roy,
merchandise of every class and des- Clara F. Roy, and Matilde C. Roy,
to
cription, kind and character; to conduct me personally known to be the persons
a meat market and to buy and sell described in, and who executed
the
meats and fish; to own, buy, sell, ex- foregoing instrument, and acknowlchange, mortgage, pasture, graze, feed edged that they executed the
same as
and raise sheep, cattle, horses and their free act and deed.
other live stock; to own, buy, sell, exIn Witness Whereof, I have hereunto
change, mortgage and convey land and set my hand and seal the date
above
real estate; to buy, sell and deal in written in this certificate.
wool, hides, pelts and all other prop(Notarial Seal) W. Fred Ogden,
erty of every name, nature and des
Notary Public, New Mexico.
cription; to purchase, hold, sell, asMy commission expires Feb. 8, 1914.
sign, transfer, mortgage, pledge or
No. 6888.
Endorsed:
Cor. Rec'd
otherwise dispose of the shares of cap
Vol. 6, Page 122.
jtal stock of, or bonds, securities, or
Articles of Incorporation of Ideal
evidences of indebtedness of other corGrocery Company.
porations of this or any other territory
Filed in office of Secretary of New
or state; to own, hold, purchase, sell
Mexico, Aug. 2, 1911, 2 p. m.
and
shares of its own capital
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
stock.
Compared W. H. B. to C. F. K.
The foregoing provisions shall be
construed both as objects and powers, Territory of New Mexico,
ss.
but no recitation, expression or declarCounty of Mora.
ation of specific powers or purpose
I hereby certify that this instrument
herein enumerated shall be deemed to was filed for record on the 7th day of
be exclusive, but it is hereby expressly August, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock a. m.
declared that all other lawful powers and was duly recorded in Book R of
not inconsistent therewith are hereby Mis. Records, page 539, on this 8th day
included.
of August, A. D. 1911.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
Authorized Capital.
IV. The corporation is authorized to (Seal)
Alberto Valdez,
Clerk of the Probate Court and
issue capita stock to the extent of
Twenty-Fiv- e
Thousand Dollars, divided
Recorder.
.

-

j-

.

Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.

Certificate of Comparison.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Two o'clock p. m., on
the Second day of August, A. D. 1911:
Certificate of Stockholders'
of Ideal Grocery Company, Number 6889, and also, that I have compared the following copy of the same,
with the original thereof now on file,
and declare it tobe a correct transcript
therefrom and of the. whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Second day of August, A. D.
1911.
Nathan Jaffa,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
Non-Liabili- ty

(

IDEAL GROCERY COMPANY.

Certificate of Stockholders'
liability.

VII. The period limited for the duration of this corporation is Fifty years.

IX.

Territory of New

io

Non-

THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That the
undersigned, being all the original incorporators and stockholders, who have
filed the certificate of incorporation of
the above named corporation, Ideal
Grocery Company, thereby forming a
corporation under the provisions of
Chapter 79 of the Session Laws of New
Mexico, for the year 1905, approved
March 15, 1905, do hereby under and by
virtue of Section 23, of said Chap'ter
79, for and on behalf of themselves, all
other stockholders who may become
associated with them, and said corporation, declare that there shall be no
stockholders' liability on account of
any stock issued by said corporation,
and that all stockholders of said corporation shall be exempt from all liabilities on account of any stock issued
to or held by them, except for the
amount of the capital stock certified to
have been actually paid in property or
cash, at the time of the commencement of business.
The registeied office of said corporation is in the Town of Roy, County of
Mora, Teriitory of New Mexico, and
the name of the statutory agent therein, and in charge thereof, and upon
whom process against said corporation
may be served, is Frank A. Roy.
In Witness Whereof, we, the said
incoiporators, ha.e hereunto set our
hands and seals, this 26th day of July,
1911.

Wm. C. Roy,
Frank A. Roy,
F. S. Brown,
Eugene J. H. Roy,
Clara F: Roy,
Matilde C. Roy.

(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)

Territory of New Mexico,
ss.
County of Mora.
BE IT KNOWN, That on this 26th
day of July, 1911, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for
said county and territory, personally
appeared Wm. C. Roy, Frank A. Roy,
Fred S. Brown, Eugene J. H. Roy,
Clara F. Roy, and Matilde C. Roy, to
me personally known to be the persons
described in, and who executed the
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that they executed the same as
their free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and official seal the date
above written in this certificate.
(Notarial Seal) W. Fred Ogden,
Notary Public, New Mexico.
My commission expires Feb. 8, 1914.
Endorsed: No.
Vol. 6, Page 122.

6889.

Cor.

Territory of New Mexico, )
f
County of Mora.
I hereby certify that this instrument
was filed for record on the 7th day of
August, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock a. m.,
and was duly recorded in Book R of
Mis. Records, page 542, on this 8th day
of August, A. D. 1911.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
(Seal)
Alberto Valdez,
Clerk of the Probate Court and
Recorder.

io

Territory of New

Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.

Incorporation Certificate.
Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Two o'clock p. m., on
the Second day of August, A. D. 1911 :
Articles of Incorporation and Certificate of Stockholders'
of
Ideal Grocery Company, Nos.
I, Nathan

Non-Liabili-

6883-688-

Wherefore

:

9.

The incorporators named

in the said articles and who have signed

the same, and their successors and assigns, are hereby declared to be from
this date until the Second day of August, Nineteen Hundred and Sixty-Ona Corporation by the name and for the
purposes set forth in said articles.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Second day of August, A. D.
e:

1911.

(Seal)

Nathan Jaffa,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Territory of New Mexico,
ss.
)
County of Mora.
I hereby certify that this instrument
was filed for recoid on the' 7th day of
August, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock a. m.,
and was duly recorded in Book R of
Mis. Records, page 543, on this 8th day
of August, A. D. 1911.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
(Seal)
Alberto Valdez,
Cleik of the Probate Couit and
Recoider.
First publication Aug. 19. 3t
io

Meaning of "Clubman."
In the far spread New York of today the public' takes less interest In
the private affairs of the children of
Vanity Fair than it used to do. And
so it is elsewhere. You may see the
splash In a pond; it is lost in the ocean
which is a modern metropolis. Today
the term "clubman" means nothing.
In the days that are no more It was a
definition that stood for something.
Mew York Evening Sun.

A

SEASIDE

SUBSTITUTE

n

Rec'd

Certificate of Stockholders'
of Ideal Grocery Company.
Helen She's a great favorite with
Filed in office of Secretary of New. every girl here.
Mexico, Aug. 2, 1911, 2 p. m.
Marjorle Indeed! WhyT
Helen Because she's so
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
Compared, W. H. B. to C. F. K.
Non-Liabili- ty

WTwttm.
A Mystery.
The crimes committed by members
kills all
DA!YFIY KILLER fitted
truu
tltM. Neat, cleo
Black Hand in ChicaHe (during the spat) Well, If you
ornamental, conven
ieot,chcap. Lutaall
far during 1911, is a total of want to know It, I married you lor
mum. Lan't spill off
eighteen murders, scores of stabbings, your money.
tip over, will not toll
or Injure anything.
She I wish I could tell as easily
more than 100 bomb explosions, and
Guaranteed
0111 dvaUnov
what I married you for. Boston
$500,000 collected in blackmail.
sent prrpaMor20c
HAHUI.U
HUIBM
Transcript.
UO Do I Rib AT.
A romance, Interrupted sixty years
UrMklT
ago by a loverB quarrel, had a happy
FROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS culmination recently when Mortimer BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS TREE
WaUoa E.Ooleman, Wash.
Ington.D.C. Booksfree. High3c stamp for Ore samples ol my rery cholo-PATENTS
Baldwin and Miss Hannah Wells, both SíBend
est reiemncea. Beat result.
THAT COVER THE WEEK'3
t Gold Embossed Birthday, Flower and Motto
81, were married at the parsonage in Post Cards; beautiful colors and loTellest designa
itre made In natants. Pro- EVENTS.
Art Post Card Club, 731 Jackson 8U, Topeka, Kansas HITrnve
Marengo, Ohio.
r I EN I d ifort.nn.
tect your Ideas. Our at pane book free.
ngton, I). C
Fltzeeraldft Co.. Box U.
Joseph M. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass.,
Know prudent, cautious
grandson of Lydia Pinkham, has is wisdom's root. Robert Burns.
W. N. U DENVER. NO.
eloped with Miss Anna Peterson, a
OF MOST
servant employed In the residence of
TO MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN THAN CASTOR OIL,
his father, Dr. Joseph G. Pinkham.
SALTS.OR PILLS, AS IT SWEETENS AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM MORE EFFICIENTLY AKO
The couple are now in Sweden on
IS FAR MORE PLEASANT TO TAKE,
KEEPING THE READER POSTED their honeymoon.
ON MOST I MPORTANT
The number of Immigrants to the
CURRNET TOPICS.
United States during the eleven
IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE, AS
months between July 1, 1910, and June
1, 1911, showed a big falling off, while
IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
the emigration from this country of
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
WESTERN.
immigrants, so to speak, for the same
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.
The
Aa the result of a railway crossing Deriod showed a great increase.
878,587,
was
Immigrants
- of
number
accident near Galva, la., five persons
and the number of those who returned
are dead.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Europe was 260,567.
The California State Board of to
In the CIrcfe,
Notwithstanding some irregularity
Health claims the "great white
on evenj Package of the Genuine.
of all in nrices. general conditions in the
plague" causes over
deaths In California.
iron and steel Industry continue to re. State Fish and Game Warden Dyche flect an encouraging degree of im
MX RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE ORIGINAL AND
of Kansas recently ruled that the tur provement. According to latest Pitts
burg advices, the Carnegie Steel Com'
CENU1NE WHEN CALLED FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD
tle dove belone to the
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR PREPARA.
variety of birds and that sportsmen pany is now operating at seventy-sipercent of its ingot capacity, or at
TIONS, YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE. BECAUSE
of this state must not kill the birds.
highest percentage so far In 1911.
FT IS RIGHT TO DO SO AND FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR
In Galveston a whipping post, or the
SUCH
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,
CUSTOMERS.
horsewhipping bee for chauffeurs who
One hundred additional postal sav
aíns s"ixír ill i !
jCINT. Or ALCOHOL ÍI I I
DRUGGISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH, AS YOUR
have been making life miserable for ings depositories have been designat-I!
UFE OR HEALTH MAY AT SOMETIME DEFEND UPON
3 m Jirr-a
residents of the western part of the ed. Fifty will open September 5, and
j0"""1 9ow HM'ttrij
II
mothcity by fast driving, is what the
THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
the other fifty September 8. The list
I ill
U "VlrVii
PM10K, fj jjjjj jj
1 ACTUAL CO
includes six Texas towns.
ers of many of the children have
when Burma
i i'í LRa,C?ii H Ivwj
As the result of the street railway
Note&MNamo of tho Compan
To escape the importunities of the strike and attendant riots In New
police, who were pressing him to York four persons are in the hospital,
make good several worthless checks, J. one probably mortally hurt; forty are
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
T. Waterhouse, a brick contractor of suffering from effects of stones and
THE ORCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKACE.OF THE
Salt Lake, Utah, put the muzzle of a brickbats, and twenty-fivstrikers and
CENUINE. ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
MINIATURE PICTUKE
revolved in his mouth and sent a bullet their sympathizers are under lock and
OF PACKAGE
DRUGGISTS.
REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE,
into his' brain.
key.
SYRUP OF PCS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE,
Sixteen prominent young men of
WAY
There is to be a new issue of post
BECAUSE IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURAL, STRENGTHENING
Canev. Kan., were arrested on a age stamps, and in them are combined
AND WITHOUT
AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM, WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
charge of kidnaping Dale Williams, utility, art and narmony. The head
DEBILITATING OR GRIPING, AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE IN ANY
IRRITATING,
OF WELL.
BY MILLIONS
who was married to Pauline Canary, of President Washington will appear
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE. IT IS RECOMMENDED
WHO KNOW OF ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE. TO GET IT.
FAMILIES,
INFORMED
who has a monthly Income of $2,000 on the first six of the series, while
MANUFACTURED BY THE
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE?
Her income is derived from the Ca the last five will bear the likeness of
on
her
located
nary oil pool, which is
Benjamin Franklin.
land allotment.
SPORT.
The will of John .W. Gates, who
DISTEMPER
FOR
died in Paris, will be probated in Port
CATARRHAL FEVER
LEAGUE
STANDING.
WESTERN
financier
Arthur, Texas, where the
AND ALL NOSE
Pet,
U
W.
P.
made his residence, according to law Denver
AND THROAT DISEASES
.652
88
109
11
46
62
.574
...108
yers having custody of the will. It is Uneoln
BO
Curea the skin and anta aa a prerentlye for others. liquid (riven "
58
108
.537
Puehlo
thetongue. Bate for brum! mares and all others. Best kidney remedy ;W
understood the bulk of the property St. Joseph
BO
.632
57
107
cents and 11.00 a bottle; t5.00and $10.00 the dozen. Bold by all druefrists
B4
.509
52
106
will go to "Charley" Gates, his son. Omaha
aud borse goods bouses, or sent express paid, by the manufacturera.
54
52
.491
106
Sioux City
The fortune is estimated at between Topeka
63
.417
45
108
Chemists,
GOSHEN, INDIANA
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.,
.zsz
31
7b
iu
Des Moines
$40,000,000 and $50,000,000.
Material reductions in both class
Victor, Colo., promoters are planning
and commodity freight rates are made to reopen the boxing game there
from Atlantic coast points of origin Labor Day.
mountain cities Spoto Inter-RockPatsy Brannigan of Pittsburg was
1
But evVybody know
kane, Wash.; Reno, Neb.; Phoenix,
given
the decision over Jimmy Ken-ric'
Ariz., and others similarly situated
dace that box of TaultW iiffia
of England after twenty rounds
although the carriers are permitted,
1
j "3-- 1
My fortune'i in my clothes.
Ohio.
on account of water competition, to of fast fighting at Springfield,
Lady Hibernla a homing pigeon
exact rates somewhat less to Pacific
coast terminals than to the interine- owned by James M. Books of Balti
more, flew from New Orleans to Bal
diate points.
timore in 11 days, 11 hours and 8 min
utes, breaking the previous record of
GENERAL.
26
days.
llcrcslni Bx for Chilrta- fRZEwilk EkA )fc Psdule-- Ai
A systematic listing of autos regis
Uhlan, the champion trotting geld
tered in the United States shows that ing, owned by C. K. G. Bllllrgs ot
mum?
the number used is 780,000.
New York, equalled the world's record
infor
wagon
railroads
North
asked
the
a
Unions have
at
fro trotting to
creases In wages and a general strike Randall track at Cleveland, going the
Is threatened on all western lines
mile in 2:00 flat.
5)
The retirement of Henry Clay Frick
The American Olympic committee.
:rr
from the directorate of the Union Pa- which was appointed to select a team
cific Railroad Company has been an for the Olympic games at Stockholm,
nounced in New York.
Sweden, in 1912, will send out a circu
Mrs. Ida Nelson, mother of "Bat lar letter soliciting subscriptions to
tling" Nelson, the prize fighter, was the Olympic games fund. A total of
1
killed by a fast train on the Wabash $50,000 is needed.
'
railroad at Burnham, 111.
Another record was smashed at the
improve
Randall grand circuit races,
considerable
North
was
There
ment In the Bostol wool market dur Cleveland. Ohio the three miles of
championship pace
Inn the past week. Prices were firm the
and more buyers were on the market with such speeders as Independence
Mrs. Sarah Brown, aged 101 years, Boy, Earl, Jr., The Eel and Evelyn
died In Leavenworth, Kans. She is W. contending, were paced respective
and 2:03'4.
survived by two sons, both past eighty ly in 2:01, 2:02
years of age. She was born In North world's record for pacing three heats
in a race.
Carolina in 1810.
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There is a bottle of Gardui waiting for you at the
drug store. Have you tried it?
If not, we urge you to do so, before your troubles
have obtained such a hold on you, that nothing will drive
Even now, it may be nearly too late. But try it anyhow. If anything can help you, Cardui will. It has helped
in thousands of cases, where other medicines had been
tried in vain. Why should it not do the same for you?

Iss aed every Saturday at Roy, Mora County, New Mexico.

S

It?

15c
50c
- 5c

Pirw
Ié?GA
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The Woman's Tonic
About That Mosquero Bunch

Work as a Panacea.
consider work one of the greatest
blessings. I am not sure but that It Is
Some of the Roy District Fair the greatest blessing, says Erman J.
officers who visited that would be RIdgway in the Delineator. I must
it is, for I recall now that I
town, that boats of county seat think
wrote four injunctions in my boy's
honors, predict a rather gloomy birth book, and work heads the list.
future for that layout. Mosquero Work keeps the body healthy, the
steady. When the heart Is sick
always has had the faculty of be- mind
work. When hope Is dim work.
proposition After failures, get up and work. Go
ing a backward
There was never anything gotten at obstacles on the run. Tackle Impossibilities
Measure today by
up by other towns on this mesa last year, fivehard.
years ago. If gaining,
that Mosquero did' not do some- fine; work. If losing, too bad! work
thing to discourage the fiuod will harder. Be glad that you have work to
do. And If you haven't any definite
of its few and enthusiastic work, find It quick and get at It. It
you have done your work and earned
farmers.
leisure, and are not worn out, don't
gotThe Roy District Fair was
rust out." Trvel; study; go In for
ten up with a view of showing community work; lend a hand; help
what this mesa can do, and the somebody somewhere, somehow. That
I

"My daughter, Octava, would have been In her grave
today, had it not been for that fine medicine, Cardui,"
writes Mrs. Laura Lawrence, of Drennon Springs, Ky.
"Nothing I tried helped my daughter, until she had
taken Cardui. I had sent for the doctor, when I thought
of your medicine and got a $1 bottle. When she had
taken four doses she became all right I often recommend
Cardui to my friends."
Your druggist sells Cardui with full instructions for use
on the bottle.
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tena.,
book, "Home Treatment lor Women," seat free.
lor Special Instructions, and

House Struck by Meteorite.
Not a Musical Horse.
Sweeping down out of the sky with
When a boy gets hold of a mouth
organ there's no telling what will hap- a sharp hiss, a "small meteorite
pen. One in Detroit was going along crashed against the blind on the
the street the other day, playing "The house of Alfred H. Rickards, near
Girl I Left Behind Me," and playing It Wakefield, Mass., and set the house
flr class, too, when a horse reared on fire. The village hosemen were
Fair is not only for the benefit of Is living.
up and fell dead. He had been used called out, and no serious damage was
to hearing the piano playing at home, done. The meteorite glanced off from
the Royites, but all the people
and when real music struck his ear It the house to the ground. It weighs
Beet Pulp.
contiguous to Roy, the best and
Beet pulp can be preserved In siloa, went right to his heart and keeled him about five pounds and Is almost per
largest town on the mesa. What but undergoes considerable loss In over.
fectly round.
is there at Mosquero? Go to value under the process. Freight bills
Mosquero and find out for your are also heavy in transporting the maSEES!
terial from the sugar mlils, and It Is
self. You will find a town and probable that purchases of dried
pulp
A Good Investment in Real Estate it Worth a Lifetime of Labor
community run by a certain in- would be more profitable. By soaking
W, FRED OGDEN, SEC'Y
E. J. H. KOY, PRES.
dividual, and who is he? To the In water it can be made a fair substi-

better element of Mcquero the
Koy District Fair extends a welcome and assurance of fair treatment.
Aside from lawlessness, you
never hear much of that

Taking No Chances.
Policeman "Hi! What are you doHusband (reing up that ladder?"
turning late) "Hush! I'm only seeing If my wife is already asleep.
Fllegende Blaetter

Roy Real Estate & Abstract Co.
No Deal Too Large

No Deal Too Small

one-man- 's

town.

We are always busy and never
too busy to look after vour land
List your property with the business. Call at our office. Roy
Roy Real Estate & Abstract Co.
Real Estate & Abstract Co.
They will find you a buyer.
Call on the
rica
The uian who lives twice as
all
your
printing.
for
fast as lift should is apt to see
double.
For good meals and
for news.
service, go to the Oriental Hotel

REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE, HOMESTEADS LOCATED, RENTALS
AND COLLECTIONS, SURVEYING, LAND FILINGS,
AND FINAL PROOFS. U. S. COMMISSIONER AND NOTARIES IN OUR OFFICE
N

AUTOMOBILE LIVERY IN CONNECTION

Spanish-Am- e

te

Spanish-America-

Phone 25
Your

Legal

and

Land

Business

Solicited

n

The Goodman Mercantile Co
(INC.)

o

H. GOODMAN, Manager

Dealers in General Merchandise
Agency for

J. I. CASE ENGINES,
and Threshing Machines,
Cream Separators,
and all Farm
Machinery.

NEW STORE AND NEW STOCK
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Glassware, Groceries, Hay,
Feed, Flour and Anything that is needed in any Home

LUMBER

AND COAL

We expect soon to add
a complete line of Lumber, Coal and Building
Material.

We also buy Country Farm Produce
We buy Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hides, Pelts and Wool.
Us
Call
a
Before Buying Elsewhere, Give
ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
PHONE 5555

t

FOREIGN.

The American actor, Jameson Lee
Finney, perished In a fire which destroyed a part of the Carlton hotel In
London, where he was a guest.
Pope Pius is suffering from a severe and painful attack of the gout,
and upon the orders of his physicians
is keeping closely to his chamber in
Rome.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver ia
ngnt the stomach and bowels are right
LAK I LK S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmlycom
pei a lazy liver to
CARTER'S
no its duty.
Cures Con

The French steamer Emir found- stipation, In
ered five miles east of Tarifa, Spain,
in the Straits of Gibraltar. Ninety-thre- e
persons were drowned. The ship
capital to get In behind an Inquiry
Distress After Eating.
sailed
from Gibraltar for a Moroccan and
here as to why things people nave to
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
port.
buy are so high. He has a notion
Genuine must bear Signature
that if Washington would conduct an
WASHINGTON.
investigation that resulted in obtaining cheaper food for the people, other
The Senate has taken up the Arizo
cities would soon become interested.
na and New Mexico statehood propo
Secretary Wilson suggests that
HAD CAUGHT THEM.
President Taft appoint a commission sition. Recall of Judges bitterly atto study the situation here at the na- tacked.
The bill granting a million acres to
tional capital The president has Indicated that he is willing to carry Colorado and the Warren homesteadout the suggestion of his secretary of ers' relief measure granting leave of
Ui III
agriculture If the people of Washing- absence until April 15th, next, may
ton would indicate that they really pass.
want such an investigation made.
Although Senator La Follette der
"One of the most pitiful things of clared his convlctiqn that there would
modern times," said Secretary Wilson, be a wool tariff revision bill at this
"Is the manner in which the poor of session, both he and Representative
the large cities are beaten down by Underwood of Alabama acknowledgs
the prices which prevail at this time. that they are no nearer an agreement
The prices are such that no man work- on the measure.
ing for ordinary wages can meet
Feebly defending his confessed
them,
graft Former State Senator D. W
"The farmer does not get halt the
Illi
price the consumer pays. Many per- Holtslaw, the
sons are inclined to place the blame nois banker and church leader retold
He (after he had kissed her) Mr!
for high prices on the farmers, but as to the Senate Lorlmer committee hn what's that noise back of us?
story
being
paid
of
Lorvoting
for
for
a matter of fact the farmers are not
She I guess papa's trying his new
benefited by the high prices. A few lmer for Senator.
motion picture machine.
middlemen, selected individuals, who
President Taft has received the re
step In between the farmer and the apportionment bill passed by both
The Fly.
consumer, are the persons who reap houses, providing for Increases from
"Where one earth do these flies
391 to 433 In the membership of the come from?" is a frequent and dethe benefit."
House of Representatives for his ap spairing question.
proval and the result may be known
They may come down the chimneys,
soon.
if the fireplaces have tipping dampers,
Members of Congress from the These should be tightly closed in
An appreciable falling oft In
West, insurgents as well as regulars,
who- - are opposed to a revision of the their number will be the result
If the chimneys have not the tipwool tariff at this time, are becoming
ping
damper, a screen such as is used
convinced that Senator La Follette
does not intend that the President for a window can be fitted Into the
shall have an opportunity to carry In- fireplace; or, easier still, a bundle of
paper may be stuffed up the chimney.
to effect his intention to veto a wool
Either method is successful, and no
bill' framed in advance of the tariff trouble
Is too great to get rid of these
board report.
summer pests.
battleship Texas in Chesapeake bay
To his story of how he claims he
showed that the efficiency of the
A man who helps to circulate a
had reached a high state. was bribed to vote for Lorlmer,
piece
of gosBip Is as bad as the one
White,
of
A.
Charles
former
member
guns literally made a
These
the Illinois Legislature, added for the who originated it. Jerrold.
sieve of the Texas at a range of
0
yards, or six miles. It was the benefit of the Senate Lorlmer comAT THE PARSONAGE.
longest range at which actual shoot- mittee that he believed every one of
Coffee Runs Riot No Longer,
ing had ever been done. Eight to ten the fifty-thre- e
Democrats who voted
miles is about the maximum for these for Lorimer did so for a money con"Wife and I had a serious time of it
guns.
sideration. He added that he thought
The new
gun's weight is 63.6 some of the Republicans who voted While we were coffee drinkers.
"She had gastritis, headaches, belchtons. The diameter at the breech or for Lorimer got money for so doing.
ing and would have periods of sickbutt Is 47 Inches and at the muzzle 24
Chairman Underwood and Senator ness, while I secured a daily headache
inches. The cost of one gun and
Follette of the House ways and that became chronic.
La
$74,770.
Is
breech
The carriage upon
means
committee, who have undertak"We naturally sought relief by drugs
which the gun will be mounted in the
turret of the vessel will cost $50,000. en to reconcile the differences be- without avail, for it Is now plain
tween the Senate and the House on enough that no drug will cure the disthe wool and the farmers' free list eases another drug (coffee) sets up,
bills for the full conference commit- particularly, so long as the drug
tee, are in an unquestioned deadlock which causes the trouble is continued.
"Finally we thought we would try
with the possibility of remaining so,
continued in force, both President
and thus forcing an adjournment of leaving oft coffee and using Postum. I
Taft and General Wood agreed, little the session without final action on noticed that my headaches disappeared
real amelioration of the soldier's con
like magic, and my old 'trembly' nerveither of these measures.
As
dltion could be brought about
ousness left. One day wife said, 'Do
George W. Perkins, a director of you know my gastritis has gone?'
long as young soldiers were sent to
jail and herded with criminals for the United States Steel Corporation
"One can hardly realize what Posttrivial offenses, they believe, the army and one of tin men said to have aided um has done for us.
would continue to be shunned by a in averting financial disaster during
"Then we began to talk to others.
men who the panic of 1907, faces the alterna Wife's father and mother were both
large class of desirable
would otherwise be inclined to enter tive of answering questions to the coffee drinkers and sufferers. Their
the service.
House committee on inquiry Into the headaches left entirely a short time
One of the first reforms to be In steel corporation, bearing on his per after they changed from coffee
to
augurated was that of the sentences sonal campaign contributions or beln? Postum.
administered for slight infractions of sent to prison.
"I began to enquire among my pararmy law. The most common of these
The New Mexico-Arizon- a
statehood ishioners and found to my astonishoffenses now, as it has been for many bill was put up to President Taft for ment that numbers of them use Postgenerations, is desertion, and most his expected veto, when the house um in place of coffee. Many of the
of the desertions are unintentional
concurred with the Senate amend ministers who have visited our
Under the new system the punish ments.
have become enthusiastic chamment for mild cases of desertion is
pions of Postum." Name given by
Through
guest,
the
nation's
Admiral
merely a deprivation of leave, extra
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
work or the cutting oft of special al Count Togo, at a dinner in the White
Read the little book, "The Road to
lowances. The guardhouse Is only to House In honor of the Japanese naval Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a reason."
be used for real offenders and the hero, an invitation was extended
Ever read the above letter! A mew
military prison for hardened crim Japan to join the United States, Great one appears from time to time. They
true, and full of human
are
Britain and France In the great worll lmtereat.
inal8.
movement of International peace.

Capital to Lead in High Prices War
TOOH'T KNOW WHO

is ntiPoniBLt roa

The men

cost or

twin' eur

i

Hope

THEY JOAK Hid
C000 A 110 HARD
WHEN THEY CATfM

The high cost of
a live topic
again. Much of the mail that comes
to members of congress daily deals
with the subject Constituents of senators and representatives are saying
that If the legislative body can do anything to bring prices of the necessaries of life down, it ought to do It
Among public men there is very general agreement that the topic will be
to the front In the presidential campaign next year.
James Wilson, secretary of agriculture, haB come forward with the suggestion that every large municipality
ought to take up the cost of living
problem. He thinks the problem of
reducing the cost of living is one
that must be settled by municipalities.
Federal legislation can, he declares,
at best do but little toward bringing
prices down.
The secretary is trying to persuade
the leading citizens of the national

WASHINGTON.

Huge Guns Will Shoot Fifteen Miles
THINK

of a gun which will hurl a

projectile through nine
steel
Inches of the best
15 miles away from where it is fired!
This is what Uncle Sam's new
guns will do. They will shoot beyond
the horizon. In other words, the
range of the monsters with which the
two new battleships, New York and
Texas, will be equipped is greater
than it is possible to see a target the
size of a ship of the Delaware type.
Under the most favorable conditions
not even the tall masts of the Delaware could be seen from a ship of the
same size 15 mile- - away. And the
gun Is effective at that
new
range.
The navy department has just completed a successful test of the gun
and work will go forward at once in
the Washington factory to make the
20 huge weapons needed for the two
vessels.
The recent tests made with the
gun on the old
naval service
face-harden-

b

h

h

gun-make-

h

12,-00-

h

Army Regulations Are Being Modified
THEY COULDN'T CET
ME 1HTÓ THE ARMY
ACAlrJ WITH A
YOKE OF OXEN

regulations are being changed
ARMY the
benefit of the enllBted
man. The old rules which have added to the hardships of the common
soldier are being modified to keep pace
with modern Ideas of humanity and
justice, and, In the course of a short
time, it Is hoped that conditions will
be so far improved that desertions
will be practically unknown and
will be general. Gen. Leonard Wood, chief of staff. Is working
out the proposed changes and his efforts have the sympathy of President
Taft, who ever since bis administration as secretary of war has been
interested in the enlisted men.
As long as the ancient regulations

par-Bona-

Irvin Ogden, Sr., has ordered
Jno. Lauterbach and Nick Sim W. FRANK WALKOWIAK
a small bean thresher and will, ón of Jariias, were in Roy Mon- Land Attorney.
after threshing his own crop, ay on business.
Practice in All Local Court,
Justice of the Peace, U. S. and Court
thresh for his neighbors. It is
Commissioners, Registers and
up
Friday afternoon from 1 to 5 but a small rig to run with a J. Appel & Co. are putting
Receivers.
of
and
a platform
porch in front
ROY,
NEW MEXICO
o'clock the Kansas and Embroid- gasoline engine, but is adequate
store.
their
all
or
any
thrtshing
in
bean
the
ery clubs were given one of the
1

LOCAL AND
PERSONAL

1

most pleasant receptions of the
season at the home of Mrs. F. A.
Koy, in honor of her mother,
Mrs. N. G. McMinimy of Frankfort, Kansas, who has been
spending the summer with her.
Punch was dispensed during the
afternoon and before departing
the ladies were served with ice
cream and cake. In the evening
the young people were given a
reception in honor of Miss Eu
genia Roy, who left this week.

one neighborhood and will beat
clubbing them out, as has been
the custom heretofore.

Attornev-M-Lft-

Biernbaum, ex
representative and holder of num
erous county offices iu the past,
was in Roy this week on business
pertaining to the sheriff's office
Although Mr. Biernbaum is closely
affiliated with Mora, he thinks a
whole lot of Koy, where he has
numerous friends who are al
ways glad to see him. He reports
crops tine in the Mora Valley
He left for his home Thursday.
Hon. E. H.

J. E. Russell, Jno. B. Kussel
and B. U. Jordan of Mills, were
in Roy Thursday attending to
land matters. Mr. J. E. Russe
reports a copious rain the night

K,

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.

L. B. Dutcher, of potash fame
was back to Roy to stay over
night. He left for Springer Fri
day. He is expected back to Roy
in the near future.
Miss Eugenia M. Roy left for
She
Tucumcari, on Thursday.
will start her school on Monday
and teach in the city schools the
coming year.

before, and he predicts a bumper
Wolcott Russel returned from
crop in his neighborhood; over
Denver
this week and assumed
an inch of rain falling Wednesday
position
his
as accountant with
evening.
the Goodman Mercantile Co.
you
you
try
are as smart as
If
Hon. Juan Navarro, senator
to make others believe you are,
Mora county, was in town
from
you would be smart enough to
Tuesday,
attending to land mat
know that others are smart

enough to know that you are not ters.
as smart as you try to make
Mrs. Ollie Lavvbaugh, related
others believe you are. Lincoln
to Elmer Evans, left for her home
Republican.
in Eldon, Mo., last Saturday.

Bushkevitz and Harry is visiting in Roy this week.
Woodward went to Springer last
E. H. Biernbaum and E. J. H.
Sunday. Mr. Bushkevitz is in
Roy
were visitors in Solano, Wed
stalling the Springer telephone
nesday.
system, and will be absent all tha
A. S.

week.
- Pure fruit syrups are what is
Don't forget the Roy District used in making soda water at
Fairview Pharmacy.
Fair, October fc, b' and 7.

Tucumcari
Hospital.

Dr's. Thomson

One good, gentle driving mare.
J. E. LOWE,
10 miles north of Roy.

&

Noble,

Surgeons hi Charge,

y

Tucumcari, New Mexico

For Sale

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
J.

M. ALDRIDGE,

Agency

Prop.

for

White Swan ;
Steam Laundry

T. F. SELF
.

Calls Answered

at

Basket Goes Out Every Monday

'

Physician and Surgeon

ROY,

All Hours

-

-

NEW MEXICO

ROY, NEW MEXICO

I Restaurant & Bakery
Mr. Ida Church, Prop.

Lewis Wetzel

FRESH BREAD,
CAKES and PIES

JEWELER
All kinds of Watches,

Always on Hand

Clocks and

.

Meals and Short Orders

Jewelry Repaired
All Work Guaranteed

-

ROY,

anything in the
Only
Jewelry line through me.
the best firms represented and
satisfaction guaranteed
NEW MEXICO
ROY,

You can order

- S

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon

A

NEW MEXICO

-

1

A

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

MI

i

Trade Mark
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

11

Anyone aenritm it sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention It probably patentable. Communications itrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent
ent free. Oldest apeno? for securing patents.
Patent taken through Munn A Co. reoelre
tptcial notlcs, without chume. In tha

Bushkevitz Building

Scientific Jlmerican.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientlUe Journal. Terms, 13 a
yenr: four months, tL Bold by all newsdealers.
A

were

Make your tHngs, make your
getting ready to throw up their
proofs, initiate your contests, with
hands and give up the prospect
the Roy Real Estate & Abstract
for a bumper crop, comes a heavy Company.
rain, and now all is different
Prospects brighten up,
again.
Mrs. Chas. Bursick of Cleve
same as the crops, when it rains land, 0., daughter of J C. Kerns,

NEW MEXICO

ROY,

white spots on face, branded
G H R on hip, ribs and shoujder,
also U on side, also other brands.
Suitable reward for return of
same to
J. S. BLACK,
Mills, N. M.
Insure your property with the
Uoy Real Estate & Abstract Com

Mrs. McMinimy, mother of
Mrs. F. A. Roy, left for Frank
fort, Kansas, Wednesday. Mrs
McMirrimy has been in Roy for
several months and made a host
of friends, who were sorry to see
her leave.

v.

W. FRED OGDEN
Notary Public

From my claim, on or about
July 2oth, one yellow milch cow,

pany. uniy reliable companies
represented.

and
::

Springer, N. Mex.

Strayed.

Jas. W. Johnson, W. F. Wal- owiak, W. Fred Ogden and E,
. H. Roy were at the Bentley
school house Thursday evening to
attend a Fair meeting. Report
of the doings will come out Wed
nesday at the mass meeting.

w

Practices In Territorial
Federal Courts. :: ::

W. Boulware, W. G, John
Julius Appel is down from
son and Jas. W. Johnson were
Roy visitors Thursday. The ex Springer this week to remain
ecutive committee of the Roy
District Fair, of which thev are
Dr. E. P. Brown made a busi
members, held a lengthy session,
trip to Solano, Wednesday
ness
drawing up a constitution and
getting the premium list out.

The Ladies' Aid Society, sub
sidiary to the Christian church,
met at the E. F. Ivey home, east
of town, Wednesday. Embroid
ery. was the order of the day, but
the labor was interspersed with
talk and laughter and other en
tertainment. We are told they
are preparing exhibits for the
Fair that will call for skill and in
genuity with the needle to sur
pass.

Just when the farmers

W. R. HOLLY

Our subscription list to the
is increasing.
iet us add your name to our list.

Spanish-America- n

Phone 552

MUNN

Co.8818"'- New

Branch Office.

-

626

F BU Washington.

York
D. C.

3k
The Roy Blacksmith Shop
El

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

General Blacksmithing
Horse Shoeing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
Proprietor
J. B. KING,

